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MILITARton.CURRICULIJM MATERIALS

The military-developed curritulum Materials in this course
paCkage were selected by the National Center for Researdh in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum tiroject for dissemr
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials'sgencies. The pUrpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
deVeloped:by the military MOre accessible to vocational
-educators in,the civilpnSetting.

:.The ozurs4 materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials whith were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials.were either omitted or appro.-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain--
curriculum resource materials which Can be adapted to support'
vocational instruction and curriculum development. .
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's 'mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, .insfitutions,
and organizations.to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual ,career 'planning,
preparation, and.progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research'

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs ,

and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

. Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training progr,ams

FOR -FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program InformathirrOffice
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State,University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

°Military Curriculum'
Materials for,

.Vo'cational and
Technical Education
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissp.mination Is

an activity to increase the aCCessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office,of
Education,includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form (roil) the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum paterials is
provided through a "Joint Me andum of
Understanding" between the U.S Office of
Education and the Department cit Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by.staff
andrsubject matter specialists, and courses
deeMed applicable to vocational and tech-
nicateducat km are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and, conduct the project
acjivities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase,'Ph.D.
Project DirectOr

What Materials
Are Available?

41

One huncired twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paRer form) and descriptions of
each have been, provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course Mdterials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, Student wórkbooks apd technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture Nod Service
-Aviation
Building &

Ceinstruction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications

Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &'
Supervision

Meteorology BA.
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How can These
Materials Be Obtained?

#.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for inforination on.obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to ypur request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer tb ybu.

cunnicuLum COOMINATION CLN FEIIS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Dduglass

Director
100 North First Street
Spririgfield, IL 62777
217/7820759

MIDWEST i
Robert Patton
Director
1515 Wdst Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

9.
ORTHEAST
oseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
irector '
25 West State Street
renton, 1\1.1 08625

609/292-6562 _

,NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Buil 17

Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State Uniyersity

Drawer DX
,Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2610

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu. HI 96822
808/948-7834
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Coarse Description:

oe _,
This course is designed to provide the student with information about the constructioh, operation, malfunction diagnosis, maintenance, repair, and

i- -overhaul of the internal-combustion, reciprocating engine, it provides the basic theory and woukl be best used in conjunction with laboratory or

on-thejob learning situations.
#

. .
.: .

This course ikdivided into five *sons with objectives, study assignments and review exercills. ..

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Basic Engine Construction Operation describes the main.components of the reciprocatitig,i

how it is constructed and hovy.it operates./ ,
li

-a .

,----I
Engine and Engine ComponentsDesign identifies the various,,Ingine designs, and the vifious designs of components

used in the construction of engines.
,,,

. . ./ ,f i. ,

Engine Malfunction Diagobsis and Remedy ClaVerS the procedunss for identifyinggtheisymptoms of various internal

malfunCtions of the engine.and remedies requirecito restore the engine to its normpl 'operating condition.

alcombustion engine.

Engine Disassembly discusses the procedures used to disassemble a reciprocating internal combustion engine.

Lesson 5 Automotifee Engine MaintenanCe and Repair covers inspection, testing and basic procedures tised in the repair of

the engine.
(.. ... #

1 a
4

Lesson 6 ,
Engine Repair and Reassertibly describes basic procedures used in the repair of cylinder holds and valve mechanisms.

and in the reassembly.of an engine aftecall repairs have been accompilished. *
This course is designed for stuldent self-study, bUt could be most effective in group learning situations. Each lesson contains objectives, text, and

review exercises. No answers are available for theseview exercises. in °

r
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UNITED STATEE MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORP511415717U7M-MAR1Ni NARRACKII

OX 1775
WA3HINGTON.-0.C. 20013

AUTO OTIV ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND

Lesson 1

Basic Engine Construction and Operation

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Inforniation for MCI Students.
Course Introduction.
MCI 35.8, Automotive Engine Maintenance and Repair, chap 1.

fft

PAIR

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful cordpletion of this lesson, you will be able to identify
the main corrponents of the reciprocating, internal-combustion engine,
how they are constructed, and how they operate.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A.,. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST comPletes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer Aheet, blacken the appropriate box.

Value: 1 point each

1. Because all parts of the e ine are housed by, or attachd to, the engine block, we call, it
the

a. crankcase. c. backbone.
b. 'cylinder block.

2. When the'engine block is cast,

a. Water jacket
b. Cylinder

d. main body.

which item is machineALsmooth?
:f

Oil passage:11
Crankcase

c.
d.

3. The crankease serves as a support for the

a. crankshaft. c.
b. camshaft. d.

t

,n,fg

nder b1Obk.
. '1!

1. The upper portion of the engine block is known as the

a. cylinder head.
b. water jacket.

c.
d.

5. Which component encloses thetop of the

a. Enclosed end of the piston
b. Crankcase

c.
d.

crankcase4,
cylinder lock.

cylinder

Cylind ock
Cylind ead

6. Why is tr,bottorn surface of the cylinder head " pped out" at some points?

a.
b.
c.
d.

To provide oil passages
To provide a passage for the water to leavt e engine
To provide combustion chambers 111
To provide water passages frot the engin .thlock

- 4 7. 7hy must t cylinder head have a hole cut in he top?

a. To provide a means of passing water frotOkthe cylinder head
b. To provide a means of passing water fro
c. To provide a means of passing oil froalikt
d. To provide a means of cooling the oil

lsn 1: rt. 1

1

I he cylinder block
;block
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8. The burninggases in the combustion chamber must be converted to mechanical energy by the
.... .a. piston. c. crankshaft.

-; b. connecting 'rod. cl. cylinder head. It

9. The grooves near the top Qf the, piston are for the purpoit of installing the
1

0

a. piston pin. c. connecting rod. ,
b, piston in the cylinder. d. piston rings.

--...

10. The engine component which changes reciprocating motion to rotary motion is the,

a. piston. c. crank;haft.
b. conneoting rod.' d. _cylinder head.

1, '
11. Which item is NOT a part of the cranksh-aft9

a. Main journal
b. Main frame

c. Crankpin
d: Throw

12. What carries the crankshaft through its rotation wh no power is provided by the piston''

a. Throws
b. Flywheel

c. Vibratio damper
d. Crankpi s

13. What is the purpose of the engine's elves?

a. Change heat energy to mechanical nergw
b. Provide a seal for the piston
c. Allow gases to enter and escape
d. Provide a combustion chsmber

14. An engine's valve could be described as a long stem with (an) top.

a. machined smooth
b. angled ' d. flat

15 When the valve is cloSed, the valve' face comes into firm ct with the

a. cylinder head. ic.
combustion cha b

I. cylinder block. . d. valve seat. .

c. mushroomed

16. What causes the valve to ciose?

a. Camshaft
b. Valve spring

17. The camshaft contains a series\ of

c. Valve spring locks
d. Valve spring retaine

.-shaped cam lobes.

a. triangular c. hexagonal
b. egg d. circular

- 18. For eact complete,rotation of the crankshaft, the Piston makes stroke(s).

a. 1/4 c. 1

b. 1/ 2 \ cl. 2
)

19. If timing gears are not installed in a specified position in relation to one another, the valves
will

a. open at the wrong time.
b. remain open at all timeS.

-

35. 8
p.

4s('

c.. remain closed at all times.
d. rail to open and close.



20. When the piston moves down inside the cylinder, space is increased and pressure is
/1

a. dec reased. . , b. increased. c. constant.
. .

21. During the four-stroke-cycle engine operation, ntake event ends whedthe piston has
traveled to which position?

a. ' 44 after TDC
b. 44° before BDC

c. 44' after BIN
d. 44" before TDC

22. What event is occurring when both valves are closed during engine operation and the piston
is trayeling down inside the cylinder?.

a. Ig'ditign
b. Combustion

c. Compression
d. Power

23. The crankshaft is about io-reach the end of its first
events. , Whit event is about to end?

a.' Intake
b. Exhaust

24. Gases are ignited in the diesel engin

a. compression.
b. 'friction.

complete rptation during the cycle of

c. Compression
d. Power

e by heat generated by

c. electrical spark.
d. the fuel.

25. The intake and exhaust -ports of the two-stroke-cycle engine are located in the

a. bottom.of the cylinder head.
b. top gf the cylinder block.

c.. piston.
-d. cylinder.

26. In the tylOstroke-cycle engine; 4wo of the four events occur at the same time... These events
are the

a. intake and compression.
b. power and exhaust.

c. intake and eihaust.
d. compression and power.

27. What opens the valve ports of the two-stroke-cycle engine?
_

a. Piston
b. Valves

35.8
Isn 1; p. 3

c. Crankshaft
d. Camshaft

Total Points: 27

13
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE, MARINE SARRACKS
5031773

WASHINGTON. D.C. g0013

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Lesson 2

Enghie and Engine Components Design

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 35. A, Automotive Engine Maintenance and Repair,ichap 2.

'LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able to identify-
various engine designs, and the various designs of components used in
the construction of engines.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. Afte the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
box.

Value: 1 point each

1. A wate r-cooled engineja an engine with the cylinders cast as

a. separate comilLents.
b. a part of the engine block.

2. An in-line engine m,/ be cast with the cylinders in a vertical position or
A

a. at a 90* angle to,' one another. t a 45 angle to a vertical plane.
b. at a 90 angle toPa vertical plane. d, at a 30 angle to a vertical plane.

c. horizontally opposed cylinders only.
d. finned devices.

3. The cylinders of a' V-type engine are cast at a angle to a vertical plane.

a. 30 c. 80
b. 45 d. 90

4. What engine is designed with two banks of cylinders arranged at a 90* angle to a vertical
plane?

a. In-line
b. V-type

c. Y-block
d. Horizontally opposed

5. In addition to being classified according'to cylinder arrangement and method of cooling,
an engine's classification may also include the

11.a. type of cylinders. c. location of cylinders.
valve arrangement. d. materials used in it.

The most common type valve arrangement lound in today's engines is the

) a. I-head
b. F-head

c. L-head

7. The overhead valve mechanism found in the I-head engine has two components located
-between the tappet and the valve stem. These are the

.
a. camshaft and valve spring. c. valve lifter and valve guide.
b. valve spring locks and valve seat. d. pushrod and rocker arm. .

lsn 2; p. 1
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8. A flat-head arrangement is actually what valve arrangement?.

a. I-head
b. L-head

c. F-head

9. In"the F-head arrangement, the vplves are located in

a. the cylinder head. c. both the cylinder head and the cylinder block.
b. the cylinder block.

10. A cast en bloc engine has the cylinders cast into the block during manulacture. However,
some blocks, in order to prolong the life of the engine, use

a. cylinder liners.
b. aluminum pistons.

c. air-cooled cylinders.
d. chrome piston rings.

11.GVhen cylinders become defective,, what is a major advantage of the air-cooled engine?

a. The cylinders may be removed
b. Only the defective cylinders need be replaced
c. There is no water jacket to be concerned with
d. The cylinders may be rebored

12.* What factors affect the design of a crankshaft for a chosen engine?

a. The firing order of the cylinders
b. The position of the camshaft I
c. The cylinder arrangement and number of cylinders --,cid. The method of cooling the engine

13. By studying these front view sketches of' crankpin arrangement, choose the design used in
the)four-cylinder, in-line engine. , ),

a. b.

14. The four-stroke-cycle, fotu*cylinder
" crankshaft travels between4the

C.

engine has a power lapse due to the distance the

a. coMpression strokes. c. exhaust strokes.
b. power strokes. ci. intake strokes.

15.. Which engine does not eliminate power lapse?

a. In-line three
b. In-line six

c. V-six
d. V-eight

16. A crankshaft containing only three throws is used for how many different cylinder arrange-
ments?

a. One only
b. Two

35,
lsn 2; p. 2

c. Three
d. Four
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17. Some crankshafta used in V-8 1engines have throws spac,ed 180' apart just as the four-
cylinder in-line. However, we can differentiate between-the tw9 by observing the

a. thickness of the crankshaft.
b. number of main bearing journals.

c. nuznber of crankpins.
gth of the crankpins.

18. The threencylipder, in-line engine crankihaft is most similar to the six-cylinder engine
with the cylinder irrangement.

a. in-line
b. slant-six

c. horizontally-opposed

19. The weight of the flywheel to be used with a specific engine depends,a lot upon the

a. power lapse.
b. engine weight.

20. The flywheel is used primarily to

c. engine lengtii.
d. number of cylinders.

a. start the engine. c. balance engine weight. .

b. reduce engine vibration. d. eliminate all vibration in the engine.

21. Crankshaft torsional vibration is rechiced by the use of a

a. fan belt pulley. c. flywheel.
b. vibration damper. c1,4 series of main bearing

22. What component decreases the twisting action caused by application of power to the
crankshaft?

a. C rankshaft throws c. Vibration damper
b. Crankpins d. Flywheel

23. High-compression pistons come exiremely close to the top of the combustion chamber on
the up-stroke and can be recognized by the space created for the

a, valves. c. compression.
b. combustion. d. spark plug.

24. What is the design feature of the piston head used in the compression-ignition engine?

a. The head is flat c. The head is notched
b. The head is convex d. The head is concave

25. In most cases the taper of the.piston skirt will reduce piston rock. However, in some
pistons it is necessary to assist the skirt by

a. adding more piston rings. offsetting the piston pin.
b. making the piston longer. d. increasing the piston diameter.

26. Which is NOT a basic design of the piston skirt?

a. Split c. Solid
b. Offset d. Futaw ay

27. Which compression ring design exerts less pounds per square inch of pressure on the
cylinder wall?
a. Rectangular c . Tapered
b. Beveled

35. 8
lsn 2; p. 3

d. Grooved outer edge

q



28. The oilstoptrol ring most commonly used in motor vehicles today is the

a. *two-piece. c. four-piece.
b. three-piece.

29. Connecting rod saddles are usually offset to accommodate the piston arrangement in what
type of engine?

a. V-type
b. In-line

c. Sperk-ignition
d. Compression-ignition

36. The basic difference between the gasoline engine 'cylinder head and the diesel engine
cylinder head is the

a. method of cooling.
b. method of lubrication.

31. The poppet valve design helps

a. size
b. opening

32. In the valve train, find how

a. Two
b. Three

35.8
Ian 2; p. 4

determine the

c. robker arm area.
d. bottom-surface.

of the valve.

c. temperature range
d. durability

many basic designs?

c. Four
d. Five

Total Points; 32

2
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE. MARINE SARRACKS
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AUTOMOXIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Lesson 3

Engine Malfunction Diagnosis and Remedy

STUDX ASSIGNMENT: MCI 35.8. Automotive Engine Maintenance and Repair, chap 3.

LESSON OBJEtTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able to identify
the symptoms of various internal malfunctions of the engine and the
remedies required to restore the engine to normal operating condition.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple,Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the 'corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
box.

Value: 1 point each

1. The engine block is sometimes the pause of engine malfunctions because it

a. is the largest component of the engine.
b. is relied upon by the functionrg components.
c. cools the engine.
d. is a major moving part. .

2. What is the first visible symptom of scored cylinder walls?

a. Black soot inside the tailpipe
13: Loss of power
c.. Loss of compression
d. A white smoke-like substance from the tailpipe Ity

3. What do we dodo determine which cylinder(s) is(are) defective?

a. Check the spark plug.
p. Check die tailpipe.
c. Perform a compression test.
d. Check the spark in each cyliAer.

. The last two digits of a technical Manual nuniber indicate the

a. revision of the manual.
b. number of driving and driven wheels.
c. fwequency of scheduled maintenance (in weeks).
d. echelon for which the manual is intended.

5. If a "dry" compression test reveali low readings, what is the next step to take before
t,i6:Schecking the "low" cylinders ?

. Warm the engine again.
b. Check the spark plugs for burnt oil.
c. Squirt oil into the defective cylinders.
d. Spin the engine with the starter.

lsn 3; p. 1
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1

If a "wet" compression test reveals a rise in compression, this indicates

a. faulty riles). c. no repair is necessary.
b. faulty valas. d. leak in engine seals.

7. What is the remedy for scored cylinder walls?

a. Sand the cylinder. c. Install new piston rings.
b. Replace the engine block. d. Rebore the cylinders.

8. How may you, as a mechanic, be sure that a water jacket is properly maintained?

a. Check the condition of the coolant.
b. Ask the vehicle operator how often he checks his coolant.
c. Flush each vehicle's cooling system weekly.
d. Inform the vehicle operator he must use chemicals.

41

9. A vehicle operator complains of an oirerheating engine. Primarily, what is his problem?

a. A clogged water jacket
b. Coolant is not circulating properly.
c. There is ntP coolant in the water jacket.
d. The water jacket is leaking.

10. A visual check of the cooling system reveals a low coolant level. After adding water a
and allowing'the engine to run for about 10 to 15 minutes, you then

a. check the coolant level again.
b. check the block for leaks.
c. check the condition of the coolant.
d consider the condition corrected.

11. External water jacket leaks usually occur in the

a. core plugs.
b. cylinder head.

c. cylinder block.
d. crankcase.

12. If coolant is being lost, and there are no visual leaks, where would You check first for
symptoms of an internal leak?

a. Tziilpipe
b. Oil

c. Radiator
d. Spark plugs

13. lVhat is the most common cause of an internal engine leak between the oil passage and
water jacket?

a. Defect ve core plugs . -c. Cracked cylinder head
b. Crackd block d. Broken head gasket

Which condition is NOT normally a cause of an air-cooled engine overhe ting

;07

a Eitrernely hot weather c. Dirt in the cooling fins
d. A broken fan beltb. Loose shrouds

35. 8
lsn 3; p. 2



15. Two adjacent cylinders failing to fire uaually indicates

a. two defective cylindei a.
b, faulty spark pluga.
c. a "blown" head gaaket.
cl. water in the cylinders..

16v To remedy the condition of a blown head gasket, the gasket must be replaced only after

a. a good sealer is used.
b. all cylinder head bolts are checked for strength.
c. the cylinder head and block are checked for a flat, smooth surface.
d. obtaining a new cylinder head.

17. A cylinder head may be the sougce of preignition due to
4

a. a crack in the hea c. water in the cylinder.
b. carbon build-up. J d. burning oil.

18. A cracked piston head will result in

a. inta e with no compression.
b. co ression, but no intake.
c. c pression, bilt no power.
d. no compression and no power.

19. What results of a compression test indicate a need for piston ring replacement?

a. Low "dry" test and high "wet" test readings
b. High "dry" test and low "wet" test readings
c. Low "dry" test and low "wet" test readings
d: High "dry" test and high "wet" test readings

20. If an engine will not start, although the ignition spark and fuel supply are good, wbat
is a pots ible cause of the malfunction?

a. W n piston rings c. Misalined timing gears
b. B nt valves (1. Worn camshaft bearings

21. What effect will worn camshaft lobes have on the valves?

a. The valves will become burnt.
b. T opening distance will be too great.
c. The o ening distance will be too short.
d. They ill not close.

22. If valve are adjusted too tightly, what will be the end result 9
-0

a. C sacked pistons c. Burnt valvei
b. Worn piston rings d. A cracked cylinder head

23. If a pushrod becomes ,bent, wli,at affect will, it have on the operation of the valve?

a. The valve opening will increase.
b. The valve opening will decrease.
c. The valve will beCome burnt.

35. 8
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24. What affect will poor rocker arm lubrication have on the valve train?

a. . Frequent need for valve adjustment
b. Late valve opening,
c. Weakening of the valve springs
d. Camshaft lobe wear it

25. If a compression test indicates an open combustion chamber, what should you do
before removing the cylinder head for repairs?

a. Loosen the head bolts and re-test.
b. Run the engine for about 10 minutes and re-test.
c. Change engine oil and re-test.

1d. Adjust the valves and re-test.

26. What cools the valves to prevent them from burning?

a. Cylinder head
b. Cylinder block

27. What is a major.cause of crarikshaft failure?

c.
d.

Rocker arm
Valve seat

t a. Insuf fici eot coolant
b. Improper lubrication

4t,

4

c. Sudden acceleration
d. "Revving" the engine

Total Points: 27

* * *

4.
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AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

,Lesson 4

Engine Disassembly .

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 35.8, Automotlar; Engine Maintenance and Repair, chap 4.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able 'to identify

the basic procedures used in the_disassembly of the reciprocating 7

intbrnal combustion engine.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers

the question. After the corresponding number on the Imswer sheet, blacken the appropriate

box.

Value: 1 post eacpl

1. Poor engine repair preparation may result in failure to locate defects and cause

a. lost parts. c. broken parts.
b. further damage. d. cracks in the engine.

2. To prevent foreign matter from entering the engine during engine repair preparation

you must

a. clean the engine with a high pressure hose.'
b. clean the engine with cleaning solvent.
c. remove ALL accessdries.
d. cover ALL openings.

3. If a high-pressure cleaning unit is not available, the engine may be cleaned with a high

pressure water hose and then oil and grease is removed with

a. a scraper. c. cleaning solvent.

b. a "wipe rag. " d. gasoline.

4. When the engine is thoroughly cleaned and drained, the neXt step is to

a. inspect the outer surface. c. make sure the shop is thoroughly cleaned.

b.. remove the cylinder head. d. cover all openings into the engine.

5. When do you check most parts to make sure you can use them during the rebuild or

repair phase?

a. During disassembly of the engine c. During the repair of individual parts

b. During repair of the engine d. During the reassembly of the engine

6. The cylinder head should be cleaned in an area separated from the engine block so that

a. you have more working space.
b. the cylinder head does not become contaminated.
c. the engine does not become contaminated.
d. you will not get dirtY.

lsn 4; p. 1
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7. The cylinder head will warp easily when removed from the cylinder block. You can pre-
vent this by "

A

r
a. standingqt straikht on its end. c. leaning it against a sturdy object.
b. laying it flat d. leaving it on the engine until you work og it.

40,
8. An inspection of the cylinder head gasket will reveal what defect?

a! Defective piston rings
b. Defectiv,e valves

c. Leakage
d. Cracked piston head

9. Before removing the rocker arm shaft, what must be accomplished?

a. Rembve the cylinder head. c. Tighten the valve adjustment.
b. Remove the rocker arms. d. Ivoosen the valve adjultment.

10. Preliminary inspection of the rocker arm phaf is 'made by

a. removing rocker arms. working the rocker arms up and down.
b. measuring the shaft end play,.,

dF checking the valve adjustment.

1. When are the pushrods i=emoved from the eng

a. After removing the rock arm cover
b. Before .removing the rockè arm shaft

12. Which tea do you perform on te oil pump.pri

-a. Backlash
Runout

I3efore removing the cylinder head
After removing the cylinder head

N
-

r tb, removing it trim the engine?

. and play

. 4,ide play

13. Connecting rod side play is checked betWeen the connecting rod cap and the

a. crankpin.
b. crankshaft throw.

c. piston.
d. piston pin.

14. Why ra the ridges in the cylinder be reamed before new piston rings are installed?

a. Because the piston CANNOT be removed
b. New rings will strike the ridge
c. The carbon on the ridge causes preignition
d. The piston cannot travel as high with new rings

ii
15. When should ridges be re'moved from the cylinder walls?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Before installing a new piston or rings
Before removing old piston and rings
Each time the cylinder head is removed
After removing the connecting rod bearing caps

18. What is done to protect cylinder walls during the ridge reaming process?

a. Turn the engine on its side.
b. Turn tke engine upside down.

17. Why are connecting rod caps and

a. To keep them in order
b. To prevent loss

35. 8
lsn p. .2

c. Place an oily cloth inside the cylinder.
d. Place a clean cloth inside the cylinder.

pistons rehioved'one at a time?

c. To prevent damage
d. Because it is easier

. 23
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18. To ensure proper positioning of connecting rods ind caps:, what is done to the components?

*

19. The -piston is removed with a ball peen hammer. How is the hammer used to do this?

r
a. Bolt them together. c. Mark both on the same side.

Mark one with the cylinder number. d. Lay them in order on the workbeRch.

a. Tap the connecting rod with the hammer head.
b. Tap the connecting iod with the hammer handle.
c. Push the connecting rod with the hammer head.
d. Push the connecting_rod with the hammer handle.

v 20. When removing the piston, care must be taken to prevent striking the cylinder walls and
the

k

-c.rsankshaft throw. c. piston rings.
b. crankpin. d. pistari skirt.

21. If timing gears are not checked before removal, you may have to

a. use them even if they are defective. c. check them after you remove them. 4"

la. change them after reinstalling them. d. order them at a later date.

22. The backlash check of the timing Nears measures the

a. free play between gear teeth.
b. movement oi the gears toward and away from the engine.
c. amount of warpage in the gear.
d. time the valves open and close.r*

23. To perform the timing gear runout test, the dial indicator plunger is placed on the
otr,.

a, timing geariielaining bolt. c. end of the gear.
b. gear tooth. s

2% T perform the caMshaft end play test.
"

the timing gear muit be moved in what manner?
a

Away from the engine
One complete rotation);
Rdtated, just touching the teeth of the matching gear

25. Thg crankshaft gear is rem ed first because the teeth of the camshaft gear cause it to

a. resist the gear puller.
b. turn with the gear puller.

c. npOp" off the shaft too eastly.
d. warp.

26. Why must the crankshaft damper retaining bolt be installed prior to instkling the gear
pulle r ?

a. To prevent 'damage to the gear teeth c. To preveJt damage to the gahr puller
b. To prevenedamage to the shaft threads d. To prevent warpage of the gear

27. Why is the camshaft gear retaining bolt loqsened prior to installing the gear puller?

a. So that the puller will not break free c. To prevent damage to the puller
b. So that the gear will break free ci. To prevent damage to the threads

28. What type puller is used to remove the clutch pilot bearing?

a. Outside caliper gear puller c. Slide hammer type puller
b... Bolt on type gear puller d. Inside caliper gear puller

35. 8
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29: What test is pekformed on the flywheel prior to retnoval?

a. Backlash c. Side play
b. End play d. Runout

30. What defect do we look for in the flywheel ring gear?

a. Runout
b. Side play

31. Crankshaft end 'play may be meaenred at the

c. Chipped teeth
d. Backlash

a. center and flywheel end. .c. flywheel and damper ends.
b. center and:dampbr end. d. cente.r.

32. If the crankshaft end play is higher than thee TM tolerance specifies, you must replace the
a. thrust bearing.
b. rear main bearing.

c. front main bearing.
d. crankshaft.

33. Crankshaft warpage usually occurs during repair when it is .

ta. laid on a flat surface. c. 4d against an object.
b. atored An a hot room. d. stored in a cold room.

34. When working on an engine which requires the camshaft to be removed before the tappets,
damage to the shaft and tappets is prevented by

a. lifting each tappet as necessary whili removing the camshaft.
IN turning the engine on its side to allow the tappets to clear the camshaft.
c. turning the engine upside-down.
d. try to remove the tappets first anyway.

11`

35. To-remove the camshaft, you remove the thrust plate retaining screws and

a. pull the camshaft forward.
b. pull the camshaft rearward.
c. lift the camshaft carefully out of the block.

35.8
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Total Points: 35
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STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 35.8, Automotive Engine Maintenance and Repair, chap 5, para 5-10
through 5-5.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of,this.lesson, you wiil be able to identify the
basic _procedures used in the repair of engine,components of the reciprocating,
internal-combustion engine.

Lesson kt

Engine Repair

35. 8

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer *hich 8EST complete:4 the statement or answers the
question. Aftdr 400corresponling-number on the answer sheet, blaclten the appropriate box.'

Value: 1 point each
.11. Usability of parts is determined throigh close inspection and

o
thorough cleaning. c. length of time already used.

b. precision measurement. w - cf. length of.tithe to be used. ,
1

2. When cleaning the interior of the.engine, emphasis must be placed on clearing the

a. oil passages. c. cylinder walls.
b. water passages. d. crankcase.

3. During inspection of the engine. block, you detect nicks, burrs, scores, and Cracks in the °
machined surfakes. What is your next step?

a. Smooth out the surfaces. c. Discard the block and get a new one.
b. Attempt to seal the cracks. d. Seiak advice from the Machine shop personneli

(I

4. Dragging a straightedge across the top of the cylinder block is part of the procedure for
locating what defect?

a. Nicks
b. Burrs ,-4e11/ c. A blown head gasket

d. A warped cylinder block

5. A cylinder block is submitted to ite machine shop for re air only when

a. cracks are found.
b. nicks and burrs are found.

c. the bloc s warped.
d. all defe4 are located.

6. When measuring a cylinder bore to determine the need for pair, what 'two maasuretnents
are taken?

a. Distortion and out-of-round
b. Out-of-round and taper

7. A distorted cylinder may b repaired by what method?

c. Taper and distortion
d. Distortion and parallb

a. Honing
b. Using an oil stone

lsn 5; p. 1

c. Reboring
. Installing oirersized pistons
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8. What procedfire aids new piston rings in seating?

a. Reboring c. Using sandpaper on cylinder wallsb. Honing d. Using an oil stone on cylinder walls
9. What procedure is used to stop the hone when honing a cylinder?

a. Switch it off when it is in the bottom of the cylinder and pull it out after stopping,b. Switch it off at any point in the cylinder and pull it to the top while it is turning.c. Pull it completely out of the cylinder before switching it off.

10. What must be done to ihe honing stones while honing the cylinder?

a. Keep the stones wet.
b. Keep the stones dry.
c. Keep the stones rotating slowly.
d. Keep the stones rotating at the highest possibld speed.

11. Proper fit of new insert-type liners is accomplished by what method?

a. Honing
b. Boring

c. Shaving
d. Planing

12. What tool is used in the removal of an insert-type6cyynder liner?

a. Ball peen hammer
b. Brass drift

c. Gear puller
d. Hydraulic ram and remove.r and replacer kit

13. What must be done to,a new cylinder liner after it has been installed?

a. Apply a light coat of OE 10
b. Polished with a light sand paper

c. Tested
d. Honed

14. The cylinder liner must be pressed into the cylinder until the

a. micrometer reads zero. c. liner flange is seated.
b. mechanic's scale reads 0.10. d. mechanic's square is even.

15. The cylinder bore must be cleaned prior to installing the liner. This is accomplished by
a. exterior type cleaner. c. crocus cloth and dry cleaning solvent.
b. interior type cleaner. d. liner flange type cleaner.

16. Two things NOT used when installing cylinder liners are

a. the shoe ind remover sleeve, c. crocus cloth, and oil.
b. the ram kit and adapters, d. OE 10-20 grade oil and proper tools.

17. When the cylinder liner is installed, if it does not fit into position, what action must be taken?

a. Try a new liner. c. Stop and investigate the cause,
b. Try new sealing rings d. Start the entire'procedure over,

18. Badly scored valve tappet bores may be repaired by what method?

a. Honing
b. Reaming

35.8
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c. Using sandpaper'
d. 'Using crocus cloth
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19. Valvsotappet clearance is Checked with the use of a

a. qeeler gage. c. mechanic's scale.
b.,. micrometer. d. dial indicator.

20. Camshaft front and rear bearings are removed from the engine by installing the remover at
their respective ends of the engine. The inner bearings may be removed from which end?

a. Front only b. Rear only c. Either end

21. Before installing new camshaft bearings, the engine block must be marked to

a. ensure the correct bearing is installed.
b. position the bearing ends properly.
c. ensure the bearing is not installed inverted.
d. ensure the oil passages are alined.

22. What two tools are used to remove core plugs, fro:tn the engine block?

a. Ball pech hammer and chisel c. Ball peen hammer and drill
b. Slide hammer and chisel d. Slide hammer and drill

23. You are installing a new core plug in an engine block. At what point is the plug installed to its
proper depth?

a. When the plug seats in the re'ar, and can be driven no further
b. When the plug is installed evenly, regardless of cOpth
c. When the installer flange is flush with the block
d. When the outer edge of the pltag is flush with the block

24. Damage to the machined surfaces of the crankshaft will result in

a. immediate engine failure. c. rapid bearing wedr.
b. clogged oil passage. d. loss of oil.

25. Cracki in the crankshaft are signs of

a. poor fit. c. poor lubrication.
b. metal fatigue. d. worn bearings.

26. To determine the out-of-round of crankshaft main journals and crankpins, twii measurements
are taken at what point(s)*?

a. The rear of the journal or crankpin c. The center of the journal or crankpin
b. The front of the journal or crankpin d. Both ends of the journal or crankpin

27. What instrument is used to measure crankshaft out-of-round?

a. Micrometer c. Dial indicator
b. Mechanic's scale d. Square

28. A dial indicator is used to measure crankshaft runout at what point(s) on the crankshaft?

a. All main journals
b. All crankpins

c. fhe center main journal
d. The center crankpin

29. Crankshaft end play is reduced or eliminated with the use of

a. new.center main bearings. c. new main thrust bearings.
b. new connecting rod bearings. d. bearing shims.

35,8
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30. When measuring new bearings for crankshaft end play, what measuring device is used?

a. Dial indicator
b. Feeler gage

c. Micrometer
d. Mechanic's scale

31. What is used to measure the bearing-to-crankshaft fit?

a. Plastigage and eler gage
b. Feeler gage and d1l indicator

c. Dial indicator and microme er
d. Telescopic gage and plastiga

32. Which condition would not necessarily warrant discarding the flywheel?

a. A chipped ring gear
b. Heat checks

c. Cracks
d. Scoring

33. Prior to placing a piston in a vise for repair, what action must be taken?

a. Remove the connecting rod. c. Cover the visg jaws.
b. Cover the piston rings. d. Remove the vise jaw cover.

34. What is the procedure for replacing a flywheel ring gear ?

a. Heat the frywheel and new ring gear.
b. Cool the flywheel and new ring gear.
c. Heat the flywheel and cool the new ring gear.
d. Cool the flywheel and heat the new ring gear.

35. In what order are piston rings removed ?

a. From the top beginning with the top ring
, b. From the top beginning with the bottom ring

c. From the bottom beginning with the top ring
d.. From the bottom beginning with the bottom ring

36. The piston pin must be removed in order to accomplish removal of the

a. piston pin retainer. c. connecting rod.
b. piston rings. d. piston from the block.

37. What portion'of the piston may be cleaned with a wire brush?

a. Head c. Ringrlands
b. Ring grooves d. Skirt

38. Special tools are designed to clean what portion of the piston?

a. Head
b. Ring grooves

c. Ring lands
d. Skirt

39. Piston fit is checked with the piston in what position?

a. Halfway inside the cylinder
b. Level with the cylinder top

40.. Which tool or combination of tools is

a. Dial indicator only
b. Dial indicator and feeler gage

c. Top side up
d. Bottom side up

used to check piston fit?

c. Feeler gage and tension scale
d. Feeler gage only

41. The clearance between the piston and the'cylinder walls is determined by the

a. thickness of the feeler gage used. c. tension indicated on the tension scale.
b. size of the tension scale used. d. thickness of the gage and the pull in pounds.

35. a
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42. Piston ring end gap and side clearance are,checked with a feeler gage. Which is correct for
these measurements?

a. End gap and side clearance are checked with the ring in the cylinder.
b. End gap and side clearance are checked with the ring installed on the piston.
c. End gap is checked in the cylinder and aide clearance on the piston.
d. End gap is checked on the piston and side clearance in the cylinder.

43. Piston pin to connecting rod clearance (piston pin fit) is checked with which instruments?

a. Telescopic gage and feeler gage c. Dial indicator and micrometer
b. Feeler gage and dial indicator d. Micrometer and telescopic gage

44. Which tool, or combination of tools is used to remove and install piston pin bushings?

a. Arbor press c. Hammer and drift
b. Hammer and chisel d. Hammer, chisel, and drift

45. To check the out-of-round and taper of a connecting rod bearing, measurements must be
taken at each end of the bore. At what points are these meanurements taken?

a. One is taken in-line with the rod and two at 45* angles to the first one.
b. One is taken at a 90° angle to the rod, and two are taken at 45 angles to the first one.
c. One is taken in-line with the rod, and one is taken at a 90° angle to the rod.
d. One is taken at a 4511 angle to the rod, and one is taken at a 90° angle to.the first.

Total Points: 45

35. 8
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AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

LESSON OBJECTIVE:

Lesson 6

Engine Repair and Reassembly

MCI 35.8, Automotive Engine Maintenance and Repair,- chap 5, 'pare 5-6
thjough 5-7, and chap 6.

Un.auccessful completion of this lesson, you will be able to identify
the basic procedures used in the repair of cylinder heads and valve
mechanisms, and in the reassembly of an engine after all repairs have
been accomplished.

WRITtEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answersthe question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
box.

Value: 1 point each

1. When removing the valves, which tool is required.?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Valve guide reamer
Valve guide remover installer
Valve spring expander
Valve spring compressor

2. The valve spring seat can only be removed after the 1e(are)

a. valve guide
b. stem locks

c. valve seat
d. valve springs

- 3. To check for cylinder head warpage, which gage is used?

a. Feeler gage
b. Dial indicator

c. Plastigage
cf. Micrometer

4. What is the purpose of grinding the cylinder head?

a. To aid valve seating
b. 'To-nbtain a flat gasket surface
c. To elimiiiate-burrs
d. To eliminate the need for a cylinder head gasket

5. What is the purpo e of a valve seat runout test?

a.
b.
C.
d.

lsn 6; p 1

To ensure th t the valve seat is wide enough
To ensure that the valve seat is not too wide
To ensure that the valve seat is round
To ensure that the valve seat is smooth

.!
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a

8161 To check valve seat runout, the dial indicator is attached to the

--;17 cylinder head gasket surface.
b. valve seat.
c. valve guide.
d. spark plug hole.

'1. What affect will a valve seat have on the valve if it is not of the proper width?

a. Improper cooling c. Valve stem wear
b. Valve stem warpage d. Valve face wear

8. The valve seat may be raised or lowered, as required, by what method?

a. Replacing the valve seat insert
b. Raising or lowering the position of the valve seat insert
c. Grinding the valve seat

9. If a valve seat is warped or damaged beyond repair, what tools are used to remedy the
defect?

a. Drill motor and grinding stone
b. Hammer, chisel, and drift
c. Puller and arbor press
d. Puller, hammer, and drift

10. To check valve stem to valve guide clearance, the dial indicator plunger is placed against
the valve at what point?

a. Valve head c. Valve face
b. Valve face margin d. Valve stem

11. In some cases, a damaged valve guide may be used if an oversized valve can be obtained.
What can you do to make the valve guide usable?

a. Hone the bore. c. Drill the bore.
b. Ream the bore. d. Sandpaper the bore.

12. In order to remove a valve/guide from an L-head engine, what must be done to the guide?

a. Break off the top of the guide.
b. Break off the bottom of the guide.
c. Drill out the guide.
d. Drive it out from the bottom.

.1

13. In order to prevent the valve guide from being driven too deep during installation, what
method ahoul flDe used? 4

a. Mark the uide at the specified distance from the top.
b. Mark the ujd e at the specified distance from the bottom.
c. Hold a mechanic's scale alongside the guide while driving it in.
d. Watch the valve seat end of the guide to ensure it is driven flush with the

edge of the casting.
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14. The valve illustrated below has what defect?

a. Worn stem7 c. Cocked stem
b. Warped tem d. Burned face

15. If valve face runout exceeds the limits of the manufacturer's specifications, what may.
be done to correct the defect?

a. Grind the valve seat.
b. Grind the valve face.

c. Grind the valve face margin.
d. Grind the valve stem.

16. In the repair of the valve train, three tests are performed on the valve spring. Which
of these tests, when manufacturer's specifications are not met, would NOT require
you to discard the valve?

a. Valve spring squareness
b. Valve spring pressure
c. Valve spring installed height

17. To clean the bore of the rocker arm shaft, the must be removed.

a. "0" ring
b. oil tubes

c. springs
d. expansion plug

18. To correct excessive wear of the rocker arm shaft, what action must be taken?

a. Replace the shaft. c. Use oversized rocker arms.
b. Grind the shaft. d. Use undersized rocker arms.

19. If wear is not visible on the rocker arm shaft and the rocker arm bore, they must be
checked next with what device?

a. Feeler gage c. Micrometer
b. Dial indicator d. Mechanic's scale

20. Which pushrod defect cannot be corrected without replacing the component?

a. Nicks c. Burrs
b. Scores d. A bent condition

21. If a dial indicator test indicates that a valve tappet has become worn to the extent
that it is too small for the tappet boie, what action should you take?

a. Replace the tappet with a new one of the original size.
b. Hone the tappet bore to prevent further wear.
c. Ream the bore and use an oversized tappet.
d. Switch the tappet With one from another bore, as this will compensate for the

excessive wear.

22. During the main oil gallery pressure check of the camshaft, air bubbles appearing at the
surface of the water indicates a faulty

a. main oil gallery. c. oil passage.
b. main bearing surface. d. oil plug.

35.6
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23. In what position must the camshaft be to perform the cam lobe lift test?
J.

a. In its original position in the,engine
b. In an inverted position in the engine
c. taid on a workben
d. Standing perpen cular on a workb

24. Cam lobe lift is measured by placing a di indicator at the lowest point of the lobe
band-rotating the camshaft what amount?

a. One-fourth ol?.turn
b. To the highest point

c. Three-fourths of a turn
d. One complete turn

25. The camshaft is placed in "V" blocks to perform what test?

a. Strength
b. Wear

c. Runout
d. End play

4

26. A warped camshaft, when reinstalled in an engine, will causl

a. vibration. c, rapid bearing wear.
b. engine runout. d. camshaft runout.

27. To determine camshaft bearing running clearance, you must measure the inside
diameter of the bearing and the

a. outer diameter of the bearing.
b. outer diameter of the camshaft main bearing journal.
c. inner diameter of the bore of the casting.

28. The crankshaft rear main bearing differs from other main bearings in what respect?

a. It is larger.
8. It is smaller.

c. It has no seal.
d. It has a seal.

29. Before you instaLl the crankshaft main bearing halves imette engine, you must

a, measure them.
b. clean and dry them.

c. clean and lubricate them.
d. torque them:

30. The crankshaft-bearing-half tang must fit into the slots provided or the halves will

a. turn. c. not seat.
4b. w r rapidly. d. break.

31. When talling bearing caps, what must be done to the bearing cap bolts 9

a. They must be thoroughly dried.
b. They must be dipped in cleaning solvent.
c. They must be lubricated with OE 10.
d. They must be lubricated with GAA.

32. Howls the center maiVearing cap centered?

a. By placing it in position and measuring
b. By prying both sides of the cap against the cranksha
c. By prying the bearing and crankshaft toward the front J.1 the engine
d. By holding the crankshaft at one end of the engine, while prying the bearing

cap into position

35.8
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33, When installing the crankshaft, which bearing i tightened to manufacturer's
specifications first?

a. The front
b. The center

c. The rear
d. The first bearing installed

34. After the crankshaft is installed, it must be checked for

a, runout.
b. end play.

backlash.
d. running clearance.

35. Which is NOT a necessary check after camshaft installation?

a. End play
b. Backlash

c. Runout
d. Running clearance

36. Which is the correct sequence for tightening flywheel bolts during installation?

a. Clockwise c. Every other bat
b. Counterclockwise d. Across from-one another

37. What method is used to install pilot bearings?

a. Arbor press c. Slide hammer
b. Hammer and drift d. Gear puller/installer

38. What protects the crankpins during piston installation?

a. The connecting rod-cap bolts
b. The connecting rod saddle should*
c. A rubber hose installed on the rod cap bolt
d. A rubber hose installed on the rod saddle shoulder

4,

39. When a piston is notched, what does the notch indicate?

a. Front c. Right side
b. Left side d. Rear

40. A ring cotnpressor is used during piston installation to ensure that the rings do not

a. slip out of the grooves. c. slip out"of the cylinder.
b. bind against the lands. d. bind against the top edge of the cylinder.

41. Before tapping or pushing the piston into the cylinder the crankpin should be positioned
at what point of its rotation?

a. TDC c. BDC
b. 90° after TDC d. 90° before TDC

42. What check should be made after each piston is installed?

a. Connecting rod bearing running clearance
b. Connecting rod end play
c. Connecting rod side play
d. Connecting rod backlash

B

lsn 6; p. 5
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43. Prior to installing the oil pump, number one piston should be brought to the top of
the cylinder, and the timing gear marks alined

mt. 180° apart. c. 45' apart.
To. 90* apart. d. according to manufacturer's

specifications.

44. To i4tall the oil pan, the screws are tightened in what sequence?

a. Front to rear c. Center to ends
b. Rear to front

45. During valve installation, which of the following items is NOT installed on the valve
stem, prior to compressing the valve spring?

a. Valve stem lock c. Valve stern seal
b. Valve spring sleeve d. Valve spring retainer

j6. When installing the valves in an L-head engine, what is the first component to be
placed in position?

a. Valve
b. Valve spring

c. Valve locks
d. Valve spring retainer

47. Which illustration represents the correct sequence for tightening cylinder head bolts?

a.

b.

c.

d.

35.8
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48. Where does the pushrod seat when it is installed in the engine?

a. Ib the valve tappet bore
b. In the valve tappet recess
c. On the cam lobe
d. On the rocker arm

49. Whiie installing the rocker arm shaft assembly, the rocker arm must seat on both
the 'iltive stem and the

a. rbcker arm shaft support.
b. rbc4er arm locating spring. t
c. t?./iishrod.
d. tappet, 0

50, What isithftlast task to be accomplished in the assembly of the engine?

3.5. 8
lsn 6; p.

a. Install the rocker arm shaft.
b. Adjust the valves.
c. Seat the rocker arms.
d. Seat the pushrods.

Total Points; 50

* * *

°lb
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Chapter 1

BASIC ENGINE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Marine Corps units rely heavily upon motor transport to help them accomplish their mission,

and the motor transport unit, inturn, stands or falls on the merit of the work done by the

mechanic. Because of the shortage of good mechanics in the Marine Corps, the chance for
advancement in the field is excellent. Your duty as a mechanic is to maintain vehicles in the

best possible operating condition and to restore defective vehicles to a like.new condition.

This calls for accurate diagnosing of defects and expert workmanship in the repair of those

defects.

To be a good mechanic and advance in rank, there are a few simple guidelines you must
follow. First and foremost, you must be competent, but do not rely on your memory for re-
pairing a vehicle. Know your job and use the technical manuals (TM's) published for the vehicle

on which you are working. These TM's are available in every maintenance shop in the Marine
Corps. You must be efficient; do the job to the best of your ability in the shorlest time possible.
You must be attentive; devote your undivided attention to your work. If a necessary distraction
arises, stop your work until you can once again give it your full attention. You must be orderly;
estimate what tools are needed to accomplish the job and lay them out in a convenient area to

avoid,walking back and forth. While working on a unit which requires disassembly, lay the
parts out in the order in which-you remove them. Orderliness will not only make reassembly
easier, but lessen the chance of losing parts. Keep your area and yourself as clean as possible.

Do not allow debris and scattered tools to accumulate in your work area. This makes your

area and your person easier to clean at securing time. Be courteous to others and they will be
more likely to help you when you need it, and a mechanic frequently needs outside help. You

must observe safety procedures. Always be on the lookout for unsafe conditions and avoid

horseplay. All the things mentioned here are the things that your supervisor notices and takes
into consideration when you are due for promotion.

Let's take a look now at what you will be doing as a Marine Corps mechanic. Most of your

work will probably consist of maintenance which involves such things as oil changes, chassis
lubrication, inspection of vehicles, and tuneups. If performed proPerly, maintenance can save
you a lot of heavy repair work. It helps you to spot troubles at an early stage while only minor
adjustment or repair is required. Probably the most important thing for a mechanic to know

is how to diagnose troubles in a motor vehicle. This diagnosis consists merely of performing checks

and tests in a logical, systematic sequence. This procedure saves you, the mechanic, time

and can save the Marine Corps thousands of dollars annually. Time and money are saved be-
cause you replace or repair the right part the first time. Last, but not least, you will be
repairing vehicles. These repairs call for skill in disaSsembly, replacement, machining, and
reassembly of parts and, sometimes the entire vehicle.

We will start you on the read to success as a good mechaniC by presenting to you the
theory, maintenance, and repair of the reciprocating, internal-combustion engine. If you wish

to get the most from this course, it will be to your advantage to acquire an unsalvageable engine,

preferably a small military engine such as the one used in a jeep. However, this is not required

in order to complete the course successfully. If you are interested in this, you may find your
motor transport chief quite helpful in locating an engine if you just ask him. You have some
time to obtain the engine as you will not use it until the third lesson.

To properly maintain and repairan engine, you must first know how it is cpnstructed and

.rtow it operates.

Section I. ENGINE CONSTRUCTION

1-1. ENGINE BLOCK

The engine block funCtions as the main body of the engine. We call it the main body

because all parts of the engine are either inside of the engine block or,attached to the outside

of it. The engine block is usually a one piece casting of iron. However, we are going to discuss

it in two parts; the crankcase and the cylinder block.
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First, let's discuss the lower portion of the engine block. This, as you can see in figure
1-1, is the crankcase.

Fig 1-1. Four-cylinder engine block with crankcase enclosed by an imaginary box
(left rear view).

The crankcase, which functions as a support 'for the crankshaft, is hollow inside with one or
more rib-like castings which form the main frame (fig 1-2), This is where the crankshaft is
supported. The crankshaft will be discussed later.

MIN FROM

Fig 1-2. Four-cylinder engine block (bottom view).

The upper portion of the engine block is the cylinder'block. This portion contains the
cylinders, the water jacket, and oil passages (fig 1-3 and 1-4).

Fig 1-3. Four-cylinder engine block showing water jacket wan coolant flow around
the cylinders.
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Fig 1-4. Oil passages of a three-cylinder engine.

The cylinders are individual housings for the pistons. They are large holes cut into the
cylinder block, extending completely through it. The walls of the cylinders are machined smooth

to reduce friction generated by the moving parts inside them.

The water jacket, a large passage cast into the cylinder block,
It contains water or a commercial coolant to maintain a safe temperatu
operating.

rrounds the cylinders.
hile the engine is

The oil passages provide a means of distributing oil under pressure to all moving parts
of the engine to reduce wear and aid the water jacket in its job of cooling the moving parts.

The cylinder block also, in most cases, contains a camshaft, and, in some cases, contains
the valves. These will be discussed later. _

Look at the top of the cylinder block in figure 1-5. You will see, in addition to the cylinders,
several smaller holes cut into the surface. The larger of these are valve ports. Some of the

others are cut into the water jacket and others are cut into the oil passages. Later, we will
learn why this is done. The surface of the cylinder block top is machined smooth, and must be

perfectly flat. This brings us to the next part to be discussed, the cylinder head.

VALVE POR7

BLOCK

WA:ER PASSAGES

. CYLINDERS

VALVE LI. TER PORT

PORT OPENINGS

Fig 1-5. Six-cylinder engine bliock (right rear view).
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1-2. CYLINDER HEAD

The cylinder head is bolted to the machined surface we just mentioned. Its function is to
enclose the top of the cylinders. If the topiof the cylinder block must be smooth and flat, then
it is reasonable to assume that the surface of the bottom of the cylinder head which is bolted to
it must also be machined smooth and perfectly flat. Notice that figure 1-6 shows some cupped-
out areas in the bottom of the cylinder head. These will fit directly over the cylinders and form
combustion chambers. In these chambers, gases are burned to produce energy for the engine.

Fig 1-6. Cylinder head of a suc-cylinder engine (valves housed in engine block).

In addition to the cupped areas, you Can see that several small holes are cut into the
bottom of the cylinder head. These holes.will match the holes in the cylinder block when the
head is bolted on so that oil and water may pass from the cylinder block, into the cylinder
head. From there, the oil is recirculated back through the btock, Vane the water leaves the
engine through the large hole which you see in the top of the cylinder head. Once water leaves
the engine, it is cooled in the radiator.and sent back into the cylinder block. It has nOt been
mentioned, but the cylinder head must also have a water jacket and an oil passage to receive
the water and oil from the cylinder block. Figure 1-7 shows the cylinder head in positioa tO be
installed on the cylinder block.

*-



CYLINDER HEAD

ENGINE BLOCK

CYLINDER HEAD GASKET

Fig 1-7. Six-cylinder engine block and cylinder head (valves housed in head).

Now that we tiave enclosed the cylinders and formed the combustion chambers where the
burned gases produce energy for the engine, we must have something to put this energy to
work.

1-3. PISTON AND RELATED PARTS

The energy produced by the burning gases is heat energy, and, with nothing to work on,
heat energy is nothing more thafr-a means of warming an area. We want to convert this heat
energy into mechanical energy to operate the engine. This is the function of the piston. The
piston is a hollow metal tube with the top enclosed. It is on this enclosed top that the heat energy
works. The energy produced by the heat drives the piston down inside the cylinder where it is
housed, in the same manner that gunpowder would drive a cannonball through the barrel of a
cannon when it is fired. Let's lake a look at this piston we are talking about in figure 1-8.

LANDS

PISTON PIN HOLE

Fig 1-8. The piston.

GROOVES

As you can see, near the top of the piston is a series of lands and grooves around the
outside of the piston. Just below these lands and grooves is a hole which extends through the
piston.

If we allow some of the energy produced by the burning gases to pass between the piston
and the cylinder walls, it becomes wasted energy; therefore, we must have a pressure-tight
seal between the piston and the cylinder walls. To get the seal, we make use of the lands and
grooves near the top of the piston in the following manner. We install a set of rings in the grooves
(fig 1-9). The top two rings, which are called compression rings, form, the pressure-tight seal
which we need. The piston moving in the cylinder causes friction. Even though the smooth

1-5
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surface of the cylinder walls helps to reduce the friction, it is not enough. To further reduce
the friction, the cylinder walls must be lubricated. This presents another problem. When
the piston travels down inside the cylinder, if the oil remained on the cylinder walls, it would
be burned with the gases and eventually there would he no more oil. This situation is taken care
of by the bottom ring, the oil control rings Its function is to wipe excess oil from the cylinder
wall as the piston travels downward. The oil control ring is usually a three-piece ring.

Fig 1-9. Piston rings.

COMPRESSION RINGS

OIL CONTROL RING
(upper half)

OIL CONTROL RING
EXPANDER

OIL CONTROL RING
(lower half)

So far we have heat energy being converted to mechanical energy by the piston, but like
heat energy, mechanical energy must have something to work on, or it is wasted. The piston
traveling straight down must, by some means, cause the wheels of the vehicle to rotate. So
the up and down motion, or, more technically, the reciprocating motion. of the piston mu.st be
converted to a rotary motion. Now the crankshaft, which delivers power from the engine as
we will soon see, turns in a rotary motion. Neit the piston must be connected to it in some
way to allow this change of motion. Here is where we use the hole in the piston that was men-
tioned earlier. A snug-fitted pin is manufactured for this hole, which we will call the piston
pin hole. The pin is used to attach a rod, known as the connecting rod, to the piston (fig 1-10).
This is done by inserting the pin through the piston pin hole and a piston pin bushing (a friction-
type bearing) located in a hole at the top of the connecting rod.

PISTON PIN

CONNECTIFG ROD
BEARING CAP

CONNECTING 'ROD

Fig 1-10. Connecting rod and related parts.

4
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The connecting rod is allowed to swing freely on the piston pin in much the same manner
as your hand swings to and fro on your wrist (for this reason, you will often hear the piston pin

referred to as the wrist pin). The bottom of the connecting rod is connected to the crankshaft '
the topic of our next discussion.

1r4. CRANKSHAFT

As stated preOusly, the crankshaft delivers power from the engine. The function of the
crankshaft is to change the reciprocating motion of the piston to rotary motion.

The crankshaft, which extends through.the length of the engine, contains a series of throws
and Journals (fig 1-11). Some of these journals are on the shaft inself, and others are located on
the throws. The journals on the centerline of the shaft are main journals; those located on the
throws are crankpins. As You have probably noticed in figure 1-11, the throws cause the crank-
pins to be offset from the centerline of the cranlvhaft.

The purpose of the main journals is to allow the crankshaft to be connected to the crank-
case and still rotate. A main bearing cap is bolted over each of the crankshaft main journals
after the crankshaft is ppsitioned in the crankcase.

The purpose of the crankpins is to provide a place to attach the connecting rod to the crank-
shaft. After the connecting rod is seated on the crankshaft, a connecting rod bearing cap is
bolted over the crankpin to the connecting rod. Therefore, when the piston is driven down in
the cylinder, it drives the connecting rod, which drives the crankshaft throw, causing the crank-

shaft to rotate (fig 1-12).

CRANKPIN MAIN
JOURNAL

THROW

Fig 1-11. Four-cylinder-engine crankshaft.

CENTERLINE

ref

In some engines there is a short interval when the pistons do not drive the crankshaft.
However, if we provide enough momentum, the crankshaft can travel through this short
portion of its rotation. To3ccomplish this, we bolt a large wheel, known as the flywheel, to

the rear end of the crankskcaft. This flywheel is very heavy, and the momentum produced
by its turning_snables it to accomplish the function of carrying the crankshaft through
rotation when the crankshaft is not receiving power from the piston.

A certain amount of vibration is found in the crankshaft at times, and, to reduce this vibration,1

a small wheel, called a vibration damper, is bolted to the front end of the crankshaft. This

vibration damper often serves as a pulley for the fan, generator, and accessorY belts. Figure

1-13 gives us an idea of what the components we have discussed would look like if they were
assembled outside the engine block. With the exception qf the flywheel and the vibration damper,

all the moving parts discussed to this point require lubrication. They are lubricated by engine
oil stored inside the engine oil pan.

RECIPROCATING
MOTION

(""--)-- CYLINDER

PISTON
CONNECTING ROD

ROTA R Y MOTION

Fig 1-12. The crankshaft changes reciprocating motion to rotary motion.
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0

VIBRATION
DAMPER

1-5. OIL PAN

PISTON

CRANKSHAFT
CONNECTING
ROD FL YWHEEL

Fig 1-13. Major moving parts of the engine.

As the name implies, the oil pan is constructed like a large metal pan and is shaped to
fit the engine crankcase.

The oil pan, a reservoir for engine oil, is bolted to the bottom of the crankcase, enclosing
the crankcase and all moving parts inside it (fig 1-14). Oil is picked up from the oil pan by
an oil pump and distributed throughout the engine.

DRAIN PLUG
GASKET

DRAIN PLUG 19

1-8. VALVE MECHANISMS

OIL PAN GASKETS

OIL PA N

Fig 1-14. Oil pan and related parts.

Remember earlier we were discussing heat energy and mechanical energy? Well, let's
discuss heat energy a little further. To have heat energy, we must burn fuel. After we have
burned that hiel we must get rid of the burned gases. Ports are provided in the engine for^this
purpose. In some enginesyalves are required to open and close tnese ports at a given time to
allow raw gases to enter *re combustion chamber, and burned gases to leave the chamber. While

the fuel is being burned, these valves help to seal the combustion chamber to allow the heat
energy to work on the piston. There are several valve arrangements used, which will be dis-

cussed in paragraph 2-2.

The valve is a long stemmed device with a mushroomed top. It is this top which seals the
ports while the gases are being burned. The mechanism required to operate the valve consists
of a valve guide, a valve spring, a valve spring retainer, valve spring locks, a camshaft, and
timing gears or sprockets,and chain. Figure 1-15 illustrates a portion of the mechanism. _
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VALVE TAPPET

CAMSHAFT LOBE

FACE

SEAT

STEM

VALVE GUIDE

VALVE SPRING

PRING RETAINER

VALVE. LocKs

Fig 1-15. Valve mechanism, minus the camshaft and timing gears.

Op the underside of the valve head (the mushroomed top) is a valve face. The 'face is
.machinect smooth, and, when the valve Is irrthe closed position, it seats firmly on a device pressed
int}iathsi,,c,14inder block (or the cylinder head, depending upon the valve) around the valve port

',(where the 'galas are brought in or let out). This device is called the valve seat, and it is/also
machined smooth for a pressure-tight fit between the valve face and the valve seat.

The valve must not be allowed to wobble while it is opening and closing, or it wiYrSat
properly and pressure will be lost. To prevent the valve from wobbling, a long tube, called
a valve guide, is pressed into the cylinder block (or again, the cylinder head). The valye stem
travels up and down inside the valve guide as it opens and closes.

0

To close the valve, a valve spring is usedisi The top of the spring seats against the
cylinder block (or cylinder head), and the bottom seats against the valve spring retainer. The
retainer is a washer-like device, fitted over the end of the valve stem and held in place by two
valve locks. Therefore, the valve spring is attached to the.end of the valve stem and maintains
a constant pressure against the valve at one end and the block or the head at the other end.
Any time the valve is not forced open by an outside force, the valve spring will keep it closed.

The outside force used to open the valve is the camshaft. This is a long shaft which
extends through the length of the cylinder block. It contains a series of egg-shaped lobes
kAwn as cam lobes. Figure 1-15 shows one of these lobes in the position required to open the
valve. The camshaft, driven by a gear attached to the crankshaft, rotates once for each two
revolutions of the crankshaft.

Thii brings us to the timing gears or sprockets. The timing gears are a set of two gears.'
One of the gears, the drive gear, is attached to the crankshaft near the front end. The driven
gear is attached to the front end of the camshaft (fig 1-16). When the gears are installed on
the shafts, they must be installed in a certain position in relation to one Stother. thereby
causing each cam lobe to open its valve dt precisely the right time to allow fuel to enter the
combustion chamber or burned gases to leave the combustion chamber.
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CAMSHAFT GEAR

TIMING MARKS

CRANKSHAFT GEAR

TIMING GEARS

CAMSHAFT SPROCKE

TIMING MARKS

CRANKSHAFT SPROCKET

TIMING CHAIN
Fig 1-16. Mech ical timing mechanisms.

In some cases, due to the distance between the camshaft and the crankshaft, sprockets
and a timing chain are used instead of timing gea s (fig 1-16). The only real difference between
the sprockets and the gears is,- the crankshaft dri es the camshaft through the use of a chain
instead of direct gear drive.

Now that we have learned the construction of t e efitne and the function of its major corn-
ponents, let's see what happens when the engine is p t into operation.

Section II. ENGINE OP RATION

1-7. THE CYCLE OF.OPERATION

In order for an engine to operate4, certain events must take place. These al'e intake,
compression, power, and exhaust. First, fuel and air must enter the combustion chamber.
In the gasoline engine, both fuel and air enter at the same time, while in the diesel engihe, air
enters the combustion chamber, and the fuel is injected at a given time after the air is compressed.
Compression is the next event. Once the air, qr the ftiel/air mixture, is in the chamber, it
must be compressed so that it will produce a high amo
occua during compression and canes the compressed
engine, this is accomplished by an electrical spark, Ii

created when the air is compressed. As soon as the f
and begins to burn. The igniting and burning of these
event. Once we have used all the power that the burni
the burned gases. This is the final event, and is know

M of energy when ignited. Ignition
fuel and air to burn. In the gasoline
the diesel engine, it is caused by the heat

el is injected into the chamber, it ignites
ases give us power, which is the next
g gases can deliver, we must get rid of
as exhaust.

To accomplish these events, the piston must tra el up and down inside the cylinder.
Stroke is the term used for this movement. When the iston travels from its highest point to
its lowest point in the cylin r, this isTa down-stroke. When it travels from its lowest point
to its highest point, this i the up-stroke. Each time the crankshaft makes a complete revolu-
tion, the piston accorn shes two strokes. For some engines all the events take place during
these two strokes. Others require four strokes to complete the cycle of events. In either case,
an engine's cycle of operation must consist of all four events: intake, compression, power,
and exhaust. We will explain these two cycles of operation and how they differ, but first, let's
be sure that the strokes are fully understood.

Figure 1-17 illustrates what happens inside the cylinder on both the down-stroke and the
up-stroke. Notice the large space created between the top of the piston and the top of the com-
bustion chamber. When the stroke occurs, a suction or partial vacuum is created in the space
because the pressure in the cylinder drops far below atmospheric pressure. When the piston
travels up again, as illustrated in position "B", the pressure in the space rises far above
atmospheric pressure.

1 - n
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SPACE

POSITION A

SPACE -

POSITION B

Fig 1-17. The piston strokes.

Now that we understand what takes place during the strokes, let's combine them to operate
the engine.

1-8. THE FOUR-STROKE CYCLE

We will begin our discussion of the cycles of opeiation for the individual engines by
discussing the four-stroke-cycle engine since it is easier to understand.

Let's look'at what each part does during the cycle of operation. The piston is at top;
dead-center (TDC) at the beginning of the intake stroke. The intake valve opens and the piston
starts its down-stroke (fig 1-18). This creates a low pressure area inside the cylinder.
Atmospherit' pressure then forces the fuel-air mixture to enter the cylinder. Even after the
piston has reached bottom-dead-center (BDC), the cylinder pressure is still lower than atmos-
phPric pressure, so the valve remains open and the gases continue to enter the cylinder for
44° more of crankshaft rotation.

4i

IHTAXE VALVE OPEN
EXHAUST VALVE
CLOSED

MIXTURE ENTERS
CYLINDER

>i

PISTON MC__NerG___

DOWN.,

Fig 1-18. Intake stroke.
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From the top-dead-center (TDC) position of ttle piston to the bottom-dead-center (BDC)

position of the piston, the crankshaft rotates 180. By adding the extra 44° after BDC that

the intake yatveremains open, 'we come up with a total of 224° of crankshaft rotation for an

intake stroke.

Now the intake valve closes'and the exhaust valve remains closed just as it was during

the intake stroke. Both Valves are closed, the combustion chamber is-sealed, and the piston

is traveling upward. What is going to ,hatrian to all the fuel-air mixture in the combustion
chamber? Refer back to figure 1-17. The space in position "A" has been filled with fuel and

air. Th e. ure cabnot escape.whper the space is decreased in position "B"; therefore, the

fuel-air nirre is being compressed. This, then, is the action or operation of the compression

stroke. Note in figure 1-19 that the compression begins at 44° after BDC and ends at TDC..

Hence, it is a relatively short stroke,

BOTH VALVES CLOSED

MIXTURE COM-
PRESSED

PISTON MOVING
UP

T OC

Fig 1-19. Compression stroke.

The crankshaft has now completed one 360° revolution while the piston has completed

two strokes of the.four-stroke-cycle.

The piston is at the end of the compression event which, depending upon the engine

design, is just before, or just after TDC. To illustrate this, let's look at figure,1-20.

TDt --

z

(Before TDC)

r""Th

(Top-dead-center)

Fig 1-20. End of compression.
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At this point1 the fuel-air mixture ignites and liegins to burn. The burning of gleam gases
causes them to expand with tremendous force, and they drive the piston downward in the cylinder,
creating the power stroke. While we are on the subject,of the burning gases, let's return slur
attention, for a moment, to figure 1-20. Do you think that igniting the fuel b re TDC would
tend,to drive the piaton back down causing the crankshaft to change,directio roiate WOE-
ward? It definitely may have a tendency to do this if we use the incorrect gra of gasoline, so
we must choose our fuel to match the design of the engine. We will discies ftiels later in the
course, but now to continue with the power stroke.

During the power strelke, the valves remain closed for approximately 132 of the crank-
shaft rotation. Therefore, the power stroke is also relatively short (fig 1-21). The exhaust
valve opens approximately 48 before the BDC. The exhaust stroke begins here even though the
pilton has not started on its upward travel to drive the burned gases out of the cylinder. Why
do we open the exhaust valve so soon? For one reason, the pressure created inside the cylinder
by the burning gases is still great enough to start the burned gases on their way out through
the exhaust port. Another reason is that we want as much of the hot exhaust gases'out of the
cylinder as possible when we begin our next cycle of operation wittranother intake stroke.
Therefore, we are glowing 228° of crankshaft rotation to get rixi of the exhaust gases.

4 Figure 1-22 illustrates the exhaust stroke.

a

r4

BOTH VALVES
CLOSED

SPARK INTAKE
IGNITES MIX1fIRE

PISTON
MOVING
DOWN,

Tig 1-21. Power stroke.

INTAKE VALVE
CLOSED
EXHAU6ST VA
OPEN

GASES LEWE
CYLINDE:t

PISTON MCVING
UP

t),
Fig 1-22. Exhaust stroke.
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The crankshaft has now completed two revolutions during the cycle of operation and the
piston has completed four full strokes. This is always true of a four-stroice-cycle engine.

Some four-stroke-cycle engines differ from others however, in another way. Some are
called spark-ignition and others are called compression-ignition. Basically, the spark-
ignition engine and the compression-ignition engine are the same. The most significant
difference being the combustion chambers (see pare 1-10). The combustion chambers you
have seen on the previous pages are all designed for sparke-ignition. Also, the principles of
operation are for spark-ignition.

1-9. TWO-STROKE-CYCLE

The two-stroke-cycle engine may be used as either a spark-ignition or compression-.
ignition engine just as the four-stroke-cycle engine. iThe basic difference between this engine
and the four-stroke-cycle is that all four events (intake, compression, power, and exhaust)
must occur within two strokes of the piston instead of within four strokes. This means that
every down-stroke is a power stroke and every up-stroke is a compression stroke. At some.
time during these two strokes we must get raw gases into the cylinder and burned gases out
of the cylinder. Let's turn our attention to figure 1-23 and discover abvkthis is accomplished.
During the compression stroke (A), the gases are permitted to flow into e crankcase. The
gases which are being compressed at this time ignite, driving the piston down on its power
stroke. Near the end of the power stroke, the piston travels by two openings in the cylinder
wall (B). One of these is the intake port and the other is the exhaust port. As the piston uncovers
these ports, the burned gases are exhausted into the atmosphere, and the raw gases are per-
mitted to leave the crankcase via the cylinder. Therefore, intake and exhaust occur at the
same time. The piston now begins to travel upward inside the cylinder, closing both the,intake
and exhaust ports in the cylinder wall, and the fresh gases iLide the cylinder are compressed
to begin a new cycle. Therefore, two_ strokes of the piston or one complete revolution of the
crankshaft completes the cycle of operation in the two-stroke-cycle engine. Although this is
the most common method, there are two-stroke-cycle engines which use poppet valves and a
super-charger to induct the fuel/air mixture.

EXHAUST row

INEET

OPANKCASE

(A) (B)

Fig 1-23. Events in a two-stroke-cycle.
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1-10. IGNITION

The spark-ignition engine has a spark plug installed in each cylinder of the cylinder block,
and, at just the right time, a spark is emitted from the plug. This spiirk ignites the fuel sur-
rounding it, and the remaining fuel burns at a very rapid rate. So rapid, in fact, that .it is
similar to an explosion.

Note in figure 1-24 that the combustion chamber of the compression-ignition engine ia
NOT located in the cylinder>head, but in the top of the piston. As the piston travels downward
on the intake stroke, freiti air only is taken into the cylinder. During the compression atroke,
this fresh air is compressed into such a small area that it becomes extremely hot due to the high
pressure exerted upon it. So hot in fact, that the presence of fuel in the cylinder at this time
would cause burning. Therefore, fuel must be introduced into the cylinder at exactly the proper
time. The compression stroke is completed now, and the fuel injector sprays fuel into the com-
bustion chamber. Immediately upon contact with the hot air, the fuel begins to burn, and the
pressure of the burning gases drives the piston on through its power stroke just as they do in
the spark-ignition engine. The next stroke, of course, is the exhaust stroke, which completes
the cycle of operation.

CYLINDER HEAD

FUEL INJECTOR

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

PISTON

CONNECTING ROD .
Fig 1-24. Compression ignition.
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Chapter 2

ENGINE AND ENGINE COMPONENTS DESIGN

All engines have the following in common: a requirement for fuel, air, and a method for
igniting the fuel/air mixture. The major differences found in engines are their design, which
consists of the number of cylinders and their arrangement; the valve arrangement; their method
of operation; and the tape of fuels and cooling systems. Let's discuss these differences to fam-
iliarize you with the equipment you will be working on.

Section I. ENGINE DESIGN

2-1. DESIGN CLASSIFICA TION -

Engines are usually classified according to the number of cylinders they have, the way
in which they are arranged in the cylinder block, and the method used to.cool the engine.
The most common are the in-line, the V-type, and the horizontally opposed. These may be
water-cooled or air-cooled. Water-cooled engines-have the cylinders cast into the block (cast
en bloc).

The inlline engine usually has the cylinders cast en bloc in a vertical position directly
above the crankshaft (fig 2-1A), however you may find some with the cylinders cast at a 300
angle to the vertical plane to allow the automobile manufacturer to present a lower silhouette
in the car he produces (fig 2-1B). The cylinders are numbered from front to rear and are
usually four, six, or eight in number, although some three cylinder in-line engines are used
by the Marine Corps.

A

Fig 2-1. Partial cutaway front view of the cast en bloc six-cylinder engines.

The V-type engine is an engine consisting of tWp or more cylinders which, when viewed
from the front, form the letter "V" (fig 2-2). You m y have heard of the "Y" block engine
manufactured by one of the major manufacturers. Thi is merely a V-type engine with a deeper
crankcase. In the V-type engine, half of the cylinders are located on each side at a 45° angle
to a vertical plane; therefore, the cylinder banks (each line of cylinders is a bank) are cast
at a SO' angle in relation to one another (fig 2-3). Casting a cylinder block in this manner makes
the engine shorter than the in-line design. -The shorter the engine the more rigid it becomes,
thereby reducing engine vibration.

2-1
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Fig 2-2. Partial cutaway front view of a V-type engine.

Fig 2-3. The cylinder casting angle of the V-type engine.

Horizontally opposed engines consist of two or more cylinders lying On a horizontal plane
in two banks with a crankshaft between them. The cylinders and the crankcase are cast as
separate components. The cylinders may be removed from the grankcas individually.

Fig 2-4. Partial cutaway view of an horizontally opposed engine.

You may have heard an engine referred to as a flat-head six, a flat-head V-8, an over-
head-valve six, and overhead-valve V-8, etc. These are common terms referring to the valve
arrangement and the cylinder block. Therefore, we might say that engines are not only class-
ified by cylinder arrangement and numbers, but also valve arrangement. Let's take a look at
the technical terms which refer to valve arrangement.

111
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2-2. VALVE ARRANGEMENTS

An engine's valves may be located either in the cylinder head or the cylinder block, or
both. If the valves are located in the head, whiich is the most common arrangement found today,
it is known as an I-head engine (fig 2-5). An imaginary line 'drawn (on the crosa-sectional view
fig 2-5) from the center of the valve through the center of^the piston, forms an "I" (dotted line
in fig 2-5). The valves are positioned upside-down in the cylinder head, directly above the
piston. In order for the camshaft to operate the valve, a pushroV and a rocker awn must be
incorporated between the tappet and the valve stem.

Position of valves in
relationship to piston

Fig 2-5. I-head valve arrangement.

The pushrod (fig 2-6) is a long rod which fits onto the top of the valve tappet in the engine block
and extends upward through the cylinder head. A shaft, known as the rocker arm shaft, is
mounted horizontally on the top of the cylinder head along its length. Mounted on the shaft,
through bearings, we find a series of rocker arms. One end of the rocker arm rests on the top
of the pushrod, and-the other end rests on the end of the valve stem. The rocker arm shaft
actt as a pivot or fulcrum far-the rocker arm az the camshaft lifts the.43Ushrod1-wia1ch in turn
pushes one end of the rocker arm upward. The rocker arm shaft, acting as a pivot, causes
the opposite end of the rocker arm to press downward on the valve stem, opening the valve.
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ROCKER ARM -COVER

VALVE ADJUSTING
NUT

SPARK PLUG

PUSH ROD

ROCKER ARM

-ROCKER ARM SHAFT

VALVE STEM

VALVE MIDE

4

VALVE PORT

COMBUSTIR CHAMBER

vgla LIFTER (TAPPET)

CAMSHAFT-6-

Fig 21. The I-head valve train.

The I-head valve arrangement (fig 2-5) is often referred to as overhead valves, probably
more often than its technical term.

The flat-head arrangement of valves is technically terme e L-head (fig 2-7). Draw
an imaginary line across the valve head of the cross-section of this engine and continue the ljne
over to the center of the piston head. Now draw another imaginary line down through the ctinter
of the piston joining your first line. You will find that you have drawn 'an inverted "L" (dotted
line in fig 2-7).

*NV
Position of valves in
relationship to piston

Fig 2-7. The L-head valve arrangement.
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In the L-head engine, the valves are located in the cylinder block alongside the cylinder.
The mechanism we discussed in chapter 1 is used in this valve arrangement; thus, it would
be repetitious to go over it again. If you cannot recall this mechanism, refer back to paragraph
1-6 of chapter 1 and refresh you'r memory.

The final valve arrangement we will discuss is actually a combination of the two previously
covered. One valve, usually the intake valve, is located in the cylinder head, and the other
(exhaust) in the cylinder block (fig 2-8). Again, let's draw some imaginary lines to help you
remember the valveoarrangement. .Draw an imaginary line across the exhaust valve and 'Con-
tinue it across to the center of the piston head. Now draw another line, this one across the
intake valve head. Continue this line until it is the same length as the first. Now draw another
line down through the center of the piston joining the ends of both the previous lined; You
should find that you have drawn a distorted "F" (dotted line in fig 2-8). The F-head arrange-
ment is sometimes termed valve-in-head/valve-in-block. However, you will almost always
hear it referred to by its more technical name, F-head.

.11

Fig 2-8. F-head valve arrangement.

Position of valves in
relationship to piston

You should be sufficiently familiar with engine designs now, so let's mcve along to the
designs of the components of the engine.

Section II. ENGINE COMPONENTS DESIGN

2-3. ENGINE BLOCKS

We have already discusse the cylinder arrangements of the engine blocks, but we have

not mentioned the difference in
i

ign between the water-cooled engine and the air-cooled
engine.

The engine block for the water-cooled engine is cast as one solid piece, as the engine
studied in the basic engine construction section. In addition to the cylinders being cut into
the cylinder block, howeVer, some engines are designed to use insert-type cylinders known as
cylinder liners. Cylinder liners prolong the life of an engine block because they are replaceable
(fig 2-9).

2-5
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CYLINDE ER

Fig 2-9. Six-cylinder engine with.cylinder

The air-cooled engine also utilizes replaceable cylinders. There is no cylinder block on
ks,the air-cooled engine; only the crankcase and the cylfiffers t hemse1ves. Each cylinder ts-cast

separately as a cylinder barrel and has cooling fins cast arou d the outside. If one cylinder
becomes defective, only that cylinder need be removed and replaced with a new cylinder. The
crankcase is usually cast as a two-piece unit and bolted together (fig 2-10). The cylinder
head is of the I-head design. 14

4okr CRANKCASE

CYLINDER MOUNTING STUD

CYLINDER GASKET

CYLINDER

Fig 2-10. Air-cooled engine crankcase and cylinder assembly.

44
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2-4. CRANKSHAFTS

Crankshaft design depends upon the.number of cylinders the engine has and their arrange-
ment, in-line, V-type, or horizontally opposed. The crankshaft design determines the firing
order of the cylinde s by the position of the crankshaft thr6ws in conjunction with the camshaft.r

On the four-cylili der. in-line engine crankshaft, the throws are all on the same plane. The
front and rear throws are 180 (on the opposite side of the shaft) from the two center throws.
This shaft is used with either dime or five main bearing journals, depending upon the engine
block construction. The longer the block, the more throws are needed. With this crankshaft,
power is only delivered to the shaft during 140' of each piston's power stroke. Therefore, there iS a
power lapse of 40"between each power stroke of the engine (fig 2-11). This power lapse causes
the engine to vibrate. The vibration is reduced through the use of a heavy flywheel and the
vibration damper, but is not entirely eliminated.

4P'

POWER VERTICAL PLANE

14e
STROKE

\s.

FRONT

CRANKPIN

MAIN
BEARING
JOURNAL

SIDE ,enibr.

Fig 2-11. Four-cylinder engine crankshaft illustrating amount of rotation during '
the power stroke and the relationship of the thr9ws.

The power lapse, which we have just discussed, is completely eliminated in the in-line,
six-cylinder engine due to the arrangement of the throws on its crankshaft. The throws are
constructed on three separate planes spaced 1200 apart (fig 2-12).

. -1

3-4 , ....,- '9 )
. ''''..* .. ./ .;.' .. .' ;s4.* .

1206 %VC'

ev'

Fig 2-12. Six-cylinder in-line engine crankshaft.
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This arrangement of the throws not only eliminates power lapse, but gives the engine power
overlap. This condition means simply, that each power stroke begins before the previous stroke
ends. In the case of the in-line, six-cylinder engine, the power overlap. is 206. In other words,
one piston travels through 1206 of its power stroke which actually'lasts for 1406 of crankshaft
rotation. At this time the next piston in the firing order begins its power stroke. Therefore,
during the last 20' of the power stroke, two pistons are actually delivering power to the crank-
shaft. The last 40' of the down-stroke, therefore, is not a power lapse, because the next piston
is carrying the crankshaft through this 40'.

On the six-cylinder, in-line crankshaft, we find the number one throw and the number six
throw on the same plane, number two and five on the same plane, and number three and four
on the same plane. The crankshaft of this engine may be supported by 3, 4, or 7 main jourAals,
depending upon the manufacturer.

Another six-cylinder crankshaft is the V-six. Here again, we find the throws arranged
120' apart, but we find only three throws. Other engines which use three throws are the
horizontally opposed six and the 3-cylinder in-line. This is due to the fact that each throw
accommodates two pistons. Pistons number I and 2 are mounted on the first throw; 3 and 4 on
the second (center) throw, and 5 and 6 on the third throw. Due to the V-type design of the engine,
we find both power overlap and power lapse. Let's look at an example of this overlap and lapse.
Number one piston begins its power stroke and as the crankshaft reaches 90' of ite rotation,
numbersix piston, ona separate throw begins its power stroke, so both pistons are delivering
power to the crankshaft during 50° of crankshaft rotation. The next piston to deliver power
piston number five. You may recall that number five and number six pistons areon the same
throw. This means that number six must reach the end of its down stroke before power can be
delivered to number five. Therefore, we have 10' of crankshaft rotation with no power being
delivered to the crankshaft. This same condition continues with the remaining three pistons.
The flywheel on this engine may be lighter than that of the four-cylinder in-line due to tlie de-

. -creased-power lapse-.
44

If we add one more throw and put each throw on a separate plane, spacing all the throws
90' apart, we have the crankshaft for a V-type eight-cylinder (fig 2'-13). Power over'ap
in this engine is the same as the V-six, but the additional cylinder eliminates the power lapse.
We may find that some V-eight crankshafts have the throws on only tvio separate planes and
look similar to the in-line, four-cylinder crankshaft, but remember that two pistons are mounted
on each throw,. so the throws have longer crankpins. The crankshaft is supported in the engine
block by efther three or five main journals, which we find is true also of the V-six crankshaft.

\ Fig 2-13. V-8 engine crankshaft.
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At one time or another, you will come across a three-cylinder, in-line engine's crankshaft.
This crankshaft is constructed the same as the six-cylinder in-line with only half as many throws.
The power overlap is the samei. These crankshafts are used in diesel engines.

Very similar to the three-cylinder, in-line crankshaft is the six-cylinder, horizontally
oppoaed crankshaft. The only difference is the length of the Crankpins, which are longer to
accommodate two connecting rods per crankpin.

We haye found, during this discussion, that the number of throws and their length determines
the engine they are designed for. Now that we have discussed crankshafts, power overlap, and
power lapse, let's take a look at the flywheel which carries the crankshaft through periods of
power lapse, reduces vibration, and helps the engine to operate smoothly.

2-5. FLYWHEELS

Basically, flywheels are of two designs, one for friction clutch use and another for fluid
coupling use (fig 2-14).

CLUTCH
PRESSURE
SURFACE

RING GEAR

CRANKSHAFT

PLYWHE

SCREW AND
LOCKWASHER TORQUE CONVERTER

ASSEMBLY

Standard transmission (fric ion Automatic transmission
clutch) flywheel (ffuid coupling) flywheel it

rig 2-14.,, Flywheel designs.

The flywheel used with the automatic transmission is thin metal, containing a ring gear
for the starter motor to engage. It is merely a connection between the engine and the fluid coupling
of the transmission. The fluid coupling itself performs the function of carrying ihe crankshiaft

444
vthrough power lapse.

The flywheel used with conventional transmissions, on the other hand, is constructed of
a much heavier metal. The actual Weight of the flywheel depends upon the amount of vibration
the engine will produce due to differences in power overlap and power lapse.

Most conventimal transmission flywheels and autornatic'transmiss ion flywheels are inter-
changeable on the sa:Me crankshaft so that you have a choice of transmissions, so long as the
transmission and flywheel used are designed for that particular engine size and type by the
sdMe Manufacturer.

Engine vibration is not only produced by differences in power overlap and power lapse, but
also by the elasticity of the crankshaft itself. To compensate for this vibration, we mount a
smaller wheel, known as a vibration damper, on the front end of the crankshaft.
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2-6. VIBRATION DAMPERS

Vibration dampers are used to damp out crankshaft torsional vibration. This is a twisting
action in the ciankshaft caused by the sudden application of power. The weight of the flywheel
tends to resist the sudden impulse of power applied to the crankshaft. This causes the crankshaft
to actually twist. We need to damp out this twisting action. This is the purpose of the damper.

Vibration dampers are usually constructe f a small wheel with a larger wheel (balancer
weight) mounted around its circumference thr a rubber mounting (damping rings). Refer
now to figure 2-15. As the inner wheel is forc d to suddenly turn with a jerk, the balancer weight
tends to lag behind. The flexible rubber mounting first allows this to happen, until it stretches
to its capacity. Then it pulls the balancer weight around With such force that it tends to pass
the inner wheel and pull it. This continuous passing and lagging damps out the crankshaft vibra-
tion. Some small engines which do not produce a lot of power use a solid-design damper.

2-7. PISTONS

RUBBER DAMPING
RINGS.

FANBELT PULLEY

STUD

STEEL PLATE

Fig 2-15. A typical vibration damper.

Basically, pistons are designed with the top (head) flat, raised, or concave with variations
of these basic designs.

Let's look at the flat-head piston first. This design is used in gasoline engines. Low-
compression gasoline enginei usually stay with the basic design, but in high-compression engines
in which the TDC position is extremely close to the top of the combustion chamber, .the piston
heads are notched, cut out, or raised on one side to allow maximum coMpression with room for the
valves to open (fig 2-16).

/ High-compression pistons

,

Low-compression piston

Fig'2-16. Various piston head designs for spark-ignition engines.
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The pistons used in diesel (compression-ignition) engines form the combustion chamber
because of the cylinder head design; therefore, the pistons will be of a concav-e-head design.
You will find that these pistons too, vary4t9Fmewhat in their design (fig 2-17).

Fig 2-17. Various piston head designs for compression-ignition engines.

Gasoline-engine pistons may have ribs cast on the underside of the piston head for cooling
and reinforcement. Diesel piston6 havb thicker heads for additional strentili and are cooled by
all oil jet which shoots oil on the underside of the piston head.

Most pistons, both gasoline and diesel, are relieved (cut flat) around the piston pin hole
to allow for expansion and to reduce weight (fig 2-18). Most piston bosses (the area immediately
surrounding the piston pin hole) are centeret however, some are offset about 1/18 inch to
either the compression thrust side or the power thrust side to reduce a condition known as piston
slap (rock) in the cylinders (fig 2-19). This condition is a result of an uneven distribution of
pressure on-the top of the piston when the gases are ignited. The offset hole tends to hold-the
piston flat against the cylinder wall under this uneven distribution of pressure.

PISTON BOSS RELIEF
,

;

'"' et,

Fig 2-18. Most pistons have reliefs in the skirt surrounding the PistOn boss.
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COMPRESSION SIDE
ge

A

offset-4

THRUST SIDE

Fig 2-19. Offset piston pin holes.

The portion of the piston below the piston rings is known as the skirt. You.Avill find a
seemingly unending variation in the design of piston skirts (fig 2-20). These designs are

. desirable to keep the piston as light as possible and to prevent excessive expansion during
engine operation. The piston is kept in alinement by the skirt, Which is usually cam ground
and elliptical in cross section. This elliptical shape permits the piston to fit the cylinder,
regardless of whether the piston is cold or at working temperature. Its narrowest diameter
is at the piston pin bosses, where the metal is thickest. At its widest diameter, the piston
skirt is thinnest. As the piston expands from heat during operation, it becomes round,
because the expgnsion is proportional to the thickness of the metal.

Piston rings also vary in design, although not.as extensively as the pistons. We will now
discuss the differences in piston rings,- Is.

HORIZONTAL
SLOT

D AGONAL
SLOT

2-8. PISTON RINGS

+we,*

Fig 2-20. The three basic piston skirt designs.

Most compression rings have the same general design. You will find that the primary
differences in ring design are on the outer edges of the ring. Theselesign differences are
easily distinguished by a cross-sectional view of the ring (fig 2-21):

66
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(A) RECTANGULAR (B) BEVELED

(C) TAPERED (D) RECTANGULAR WITH GROOVE
IN UPPER INNER EDGE

(E) RECTANGULAR WITH GROOVE
IN BOTTOM OUTER EDGE

Fig 2-21. Various compression ring designs.

The design.of the piston ring depends upon the amount of surface contact desired with the
cylinder wall. The most common are the rectangular ring and rectangular with grooved inner
edge. These rings give fullface contact with the cylinder wall with less pounds per square
inch (psi) exerted. The more pressure exerted by the rings on the cylinder wall, the more drag
is created on the engine.

Other rings are the beveled, the tapered, and the rectangular with 'grooved outer edge.
All of these give les8 face contact with the cylinder wall with more pounds per square inch.

110

Oil control rings may be of a two-, three-, or four-piece constructIon. The two-piece
ring is seldom, if ever, used in modern motor vehicles, so we will not &Muss it in this chapter.

, xThe three-piece oil ring is probably .the moat common you w ill find (fig 2-22). It consists
of two steel rails separated by a ventilated steel segment.

Fig 2-22. Three-piece oil control ring.
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The four-piece oil ring consists of two steel rails separated by a cast-iron center sec
which resembles the old cast-iron oil ring mentioned earlier, and a spring steel expander
(fig 2-23).

SPRING
EXPANDER

on,

Fig 2-23. Four-piece oil control ring.

To complete our discussion of the piston assembly, let's take a loolCat the designs of the
connecting rods.

2-9. CONNECTING RODS

Basically, the connecting rod is of an I-beam construction with a piston pin hole at the upper
end and a saddle at the lower end with a separate bearing cap whicti is connected to the connecting
rod by two bolts (fig 2-24),

Fig 2-24, Typical connecting rod.

Opposed- and V-type cylinders require a connecting rod with the saddle offset to accommodate
the opposing pistons because the cylinders are slightly offset in relation to one another (fig 2-25).
The saddle of some conneCfing rods may be cut at an angle to facilitate the removal and installation
of the piston assembly (fig 2-26). Aside from these two variations, t12,ere is little, if any, variation
in design.

OFFS!!

Fig 2-25. Offset connecting rod toddle used in opposed- and V-type eogines.
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Fig' 2-26. Some connecting rod saddles are cut at an angle for -.ase
of removal and installation.

2-10. CYLINDER HEADS

Cylinder-head design depends upon the valve arrangement of the engine it is ubed on.
Basically, the cylinder head is of two designs, flat-head and valve-in-head. The flat-head is
designed for the L-head engine and the valve-in-head is designed for use with the I-head and
F-head engines. You are already familiar with these designs to a certain extent if you are fami-
liar with valve arrangements discussed earlier. A major difference in cylinder-head design
which has not been discussed is the differente betweibn heads designed for gasoline engines and
those designed for diesel engines.

The cylinder heads we discussed earlier had portions cupped out to form a combustion
chamber. These are used for gasoline (spark-ignition) engines.

If you will recall, e also stated earlier in this chapter that in the diesel engine the com-
bustion chamber is in th piston. The reason being that the cylinder head for diesel (compression-
ignition) engines is perf tly flat on the bottom, except for the exhaust yaw ports.

2-11. VALVE MECHA ISMS

We will discuss three of the more common valve designs which are the-mushroom, tulip, and
semi-tulip valves.. With the exception of the top of the valve head (fig 2-27) and valve-lock grooves,
all poppet valves have basically the same design, through sizes will vary. The design of the top of
the valve, in conjunction with materials used in the manufacture, will determine the temperature
range of the valve during operation.

As for the valve train, there are two basic designs which we have already discussed, the
valve-in-head and the flat-head. There may be very minor differences as to size and pressure
determined by the manufacturer's specifications.

MUSHROOM TULIP SEMI-TULIP .

Fig 2-27. Three of the more common vaI designs.
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You should be familiar now with the constructi u, operation, and deaign used in the
reciprocating internal-combustion engine. The lesstns to follow will dwell upon the knowledge
needed to diagnoae problems and the solutions to these problems through engine repair and rebuild.
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/-Chapter 3

ENGINE MALFUNCTION, DIAGNOSIS, AND REMEDY

In order for a mechanic to perform proper and economical maintenance, repair, or rebuild,
he must first be capable of detecting and identifying malflinctions and locating their sources This
chapter will require you to put the knowledge presented in lessons one and two to practical use
in determining the results of defective engine components. As you read this chapter, you must
constantly keep pictured in your mind the construction and operation of the components being
discussed.

3-1. ENGIN; BLOCK

Although the engine block is not actually a fUnctioning part of the engine, the functioning
components rely heavily upon it. Therefore, the block can be the source of some engine mal-
functions. For example, take the cylinder walls. The piston rings rely upon the,smooth surface
to enable them to move up and down with the piston and yet maintain a pressure-tight seal. If
this pressure-tight seal is lost, there will be a les of compression and power. There will also
be a loss of engine lubricating oil.

If a cylinder wall becomes scored(deeply scratched), what would be a good indication of
this condition?

If your answer covered excessive consumption of oil through burning, you are off to a good
start. Scores in the cylinder wall allow oil to bypass the rings and enter the combustion chamber
and be burned there with the fuel-air mixture; this will eventually cause the cylinder to misfire.
There will be evidence of misfiring due to loss of compression during the compression stroke
and pressure daring the power stroke. However, in the early stages this will only show up on
test equipment during engine analysis.

HoW do we detect"this? If you suspect oil burning, take a look at the inside of the tailpipe.
It will be covered with a coating of black soot. To further confirm your suspicions, have the
motor vehicle operato'r "rev" or "gun" the engine. A light blue smoke will come from the tail-
pipe. Once your suspicions are confirmed, you must be certain the oil burning is not caused by
some other defect. Perform a compression test on the engine. This will also help you locate
the cylinder which is defective.

To perform a compression test, you must first know how much compression the engine
should produce. Check the technical manual (TM) for second echelon maintenance of your vehicle.
This TM will give you the specifications you need. The last two digits of the TM number indicate
the echelon of argintenance for which the TM is designed (fig 3-1).

,

A 9-232 "*IP-10 lat echelon
-- 2d echelon

-35 -- 3d thru 5th
echelon

Fig 3-1. The last two digits indicate the echelon for which the technical
manual is intended.
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Now break out the compression gage kit and check it, making sure that the gage reads zero and
that the adapters are clean and free of cracks (fig 3-2). Adapters vary in shape and size to
allow the compression gage to be used on various type engines.

416 Fig 3-2. Check the compresston gage ktt.

Your next step prior to starting the engine'would be to check the vehicle batteries. They must be
in good condition and the crankcase oil must be at the full mark on the dipstick (fig 3-3).

Fig 3-3. Cheak the oil with the dipstick.

Start the engine and let it warm up to operating temperature. This allows normal expansion of
the metals, and willl, give you a true reading when you perform 'he test. After operating temperature
has been reached, turn ignition switch to the off position

Loosen allike spark plugs a turn or two, and with a low pressure air hose, blow all dirt
and other foreign matter from around the spark plugs dig 3-4). Remove the spark plugs and

Fig 3-4. Loosen plugs and clean around them.

clean any grease or oil from the spark plug hole with a clean rag. Now open the throttle and choke,
and switch the ignition off or remove the primary wire (cable coupling) from the distributor.
This would not allow current to flow across the points and a high tension spark would not be
produced (fig 3-5).

CABLE COUPLING

Ai'

Fig 3-5. Carburetor throat must be open and ignition off.

3.
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Now for the test. Choose the proper size adapter for the compression gage. Insert the
compression gage into the spark plug hole of number one cylinder and have a helper crank the
engine over about ten times (with ignition off-fig 3-6). Write down the amount of pressure
indicited by the gage. Repeat this procedure on each cylinder until all cylinder compression

111111110110"r"

R I NG GE

:70

Fig 3-6. Insert compression gage into spark plug hole.

readings have been read and recorded. This, is known as a "dry" compression test. If thereadings do not vary in pressure more than 10 pounds per square inch (psi), your oil consump-
tion is probably due to other causes. If the variation is more than 1.0 psi, a "wet" compressiontest should be performed. This test is performed in the same manner as the "dry" test except
for one step. Prior to inserting the gage into the spark plug hole, squirt about four shots of oil
from a trigger-type oil can into the hole (fig 3-7) and have the operator spin the engine with thestarter switch. Now you are ready to insert the gage and proceed-as if you were taking a "dry"

OEM
Fig 3-7. Preparation for a "wet" test.

test. This test need be performed only on those cylinders which had.low "dry" readings. Theresults of the test may show a rise in pressure or the readings may remain the same. If a rise
in pressure is shown there is a pos.sibility of scored walls, allowing pressure to bypass the piston.
The cylinder head must be removed to make a visual inspection of the cylinders. If the pressure
remains the same in the "wet" test as it was with the "dry" test the source of the problem isnot the cylinder walls. If the walls are scored however, the defective cylinder must be rebored.

Water jackets, when properly maintained, will seldom be a source of malfunctions.
Proper maintenance of the water jacket consists merely of keeping it filled and clear of rust
and corrosion. This is accomplished through a daily check of the coolant and the use of anti-
rust chemicals. When chemicals are not available, periodic flushing of the cooling system is
necessary. As a mechanic, your responsibilities consist of checking the condition of the coolant
when the vehicle is in the shop for maintenance.

A motor vehicle operator approaches you and complains that his engine is overheating.
Consider first, is it an air-cooled or water-cooled engine? Let's say it is a water-cooled engine.
What cools the engine? You know that water or a commercial coolant is used in the system and
it circulates through the engine block and cylinder head, surrounding the cylinders and combus-
tion chamber (fig 3-8). Apparently then, if the engine is "running hot" this coolant is notcirculating. There are two very good reasons for coolant not circulating. What do you think
think the reasons would be?
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INGNE WATEg fACKET,..k.

re.
,4.144 nt,Olgt,R

Fig 3-8. Engine water jacket.

If you chose that the water jackets are dry or clogged, you are right. The first chedk
should be to see if the water level in the radiator is visible. If it is, the water jackets must be
clogged, and the entire cooling system must be-flushed. If it is not visible, fill the radiator.
Allow the engine to run for 10 to 15 minutes so that pressure will build up inside the water jacket.
Now check the outside of the engine for leaks. Leaks will usually occur in the core plugs (fig 3-9)
which cannot be repaired, but must be replaced. If there are no visible leaks, the engine must

/CORE PLUG

CORE PLUGS

ENGINE WATER JACKET DRAIN COCK

Fig 3-9. Possible areas of coolant leakage.

have an internal leak. The walls of the jacket could be cracked into the cylinder wall. What do

you think would happen in this case? If there is a crack between the cylinder and the water jacket,

what happens during the compression and power strokes? Have you ever blown through a straw
into a glass of water? Remove the radiator cap and take a look inside with the engine running.

If you see bubbles, what could be causing that (fig 3-10)?
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RADIATOR CAP

FROM =LINDER HEAD

Fig 3-10. Cutaway -view of radiator showing bubbling in the top as opposed
to the normal swirling coolant.

The answer is simply that the pressure of the compression and power str,okes- is leaking intothe water jacket. Of tourse, during the intake stroke, the water is being drawn into the cylinder(fig 3-11).

Power leaks through crack

POWER

Compression leaks through crack

COMPRESSION

Fig 3-11. Cracked water jacket.
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Let's confirm the defect now. Is steam being emitted from the tailpipe? Steam looks like burn-
ing oil, but it disappears soon after it leaves the tailpipe (fig 3-12) while oil will linger. What if

Fig 3-12. Steam dissipates rapidly.

you are losing coolant internally and there are no bubbles and no s,tearn? Take another look at
the water in the radiator while the engine is not operating. Perhaps you detect an oily film on'
the water. It could be that the water from the water jacket is leaking into the oil passages, and that
the oil from the oil passages is leaking into the water jacket. Pull the "dipstick" out of the
engine and examine the oil on the end of it. If it appears milky or foaniy, you can assume that
a leak exists bartween the water jacket and the oil passages. In rare cases this may be the result
of a cracked engine block, but it is usually due to a broken head gasket. In the cases of thiS
type crack, the block can probably be sealed. If it is the head gasket, both the cylinder head and
the block must be checked for a smooth, flat surface, and then be ground if necessary.

If an overheating problem exists in an air-cooled engine, and the fan and belt are serviceabfe,
the cooling fins may have a build-up of dirt or other foreign matter between them. Air must be
capable of passing between the fins to carry the heat away from the engine (fig 3-13). This
problem is usually remedied by cleaning the fins with a high-pressure air gun.

FAN DRAWS OR

IDOWS flOAT

'Mfr.

AWAY FROM

FINS

Fig 3-13. Cooling fins.

A shroud (a contoured sheet of metal which channels air flow) usually covers the entire
engine, or at least the larger portion of it. This shroud directs the flow of air around the engine

and through the cooling fins. .Naturally, If the shroud is loose, it will not hold enough air inside

to properly cool the engine. It may cool the engine near the fan, but the remaining portion of

the engine would overheat.

Each fin cools a particular portion of the engine, and, if the fins become chipped, that portion
of the engine will form a "hotspot." This iS extremely critical in the cylinder head as a hot- .

Itspot in combustion chamber will cause the fuel to ignite prematurely, affecting the performancet
of the e ne.

Oil is also a major factor in the cooling of an air-cooled engine. An oil cooler is provided,
which is very similar to a miniature radiator. This cooler must be cleaned periodically with an
air gun, or the engine will overheat. The oil passages must be kept extremely clean. This is
accomplished by timely oil changes and oil filter changes.
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Defective oil passages are usually ihe result of contaminated oil. Here again, a little
preventive maintenance is the solution to the problem before it begins. ,Frescribed periodic oil
and oil filter changes will prevent this condition. The condition of clogged oil pathages may be
detected by an indication of abnormally high or low oil6pressure readings on the instrument
panel's oil pressure gage and verified by removing the rocker arm cover. Either some
or all of the rocker arms may not be receiving oil if the pressurized passages are clogged (fig 3-14).
If the return passages are clogged, oil will be found "standing" in the top of the cylinder head
where ;he rocker arms are located. To remedy this situation, you may remove the rocker arm shaft
and soak it in a strong parts cleaner and clear all oil passages with a soft wire. The oil should
be changed immediately after this is accomplished and as frequently as possible until the oil
additives have ample time to clean the system.

Rocker arm
oil passages

Oil "standing" in this area indicates
blocked oil rehrn passages.

CFig ,3-14. The rocker arm lubrication met od.

Another non-moving component which is a source of engine malfunctions is the cylinder
head.

3-2. CYLINDER HEAD

The same problems, diagnoses, and remedies apply to the cylinder head as apply to the
engine block with som
results as a cracked
head. A common pro
by two adjacent (side-
exists, perform a com
(it could be faulty igniti
adjacent cylinders, and a

dditions. For instance, a cracked cylinder head will prbduce the same
ngine block, and the same holds true for clogged oil passages in the cylinder
lem in cylinder heads is a "blown" head gasket. This is usually indicated

-side) cylinders failing to deliver power (misfiring). When this condition
ression test to verify the problem before removing the cylinder head

). When a head gasket "blows, " the break is usually between two
r, instead of being compressed, simply moves back and forth between

those cylinders (fig 3-15). A compression test would indicate little or no compression in either
of these two cylinders. To remedy this problem, the head and block must be checked for a
perfectly flat condition and machined flat (commonly termed, "grinding the head or block").

BLOWN PORTION OF HEAD GASKET
CYLINDER HEAD

\i

HEAD' GASKET

ENG I NE

Fig 3-16. Flow of air due to blown cylinder head gasket.
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Carbon build-up is another problem encountered with cylinder heads. When preignition is

experienced in the engine and it cannot be remedied thipugh the electrical system, the head is

usually at fault. This is remedied by removing the head and cleaning off all carbon deposits.

The carbon tends to hold heat, which ignites.the fuel prematurely.

Now that we have discussed the engine block and the cylinder head, let's move on to the major

parts and their malfunctions.

3-3. PISTON ASSEMBLY

The piston assembly is a common cause of engine malfunction. L'et's start with the defect

that could be most injurious to the engine due to broken fragments, a cracked pist,on head. If

the piston head has a hole or crack in it,. how would it affect the intake, compressir, ,and power

strokes?

If you knew that a cracked piston would allow pressure to pass through it, you are on the

right track: When a piston is cracked or has a hole in it, a partial vacuum cannot be created

on the intake stroke, and, therefore, compression and power cannot take place. Another factor

whic will help yOu with your diagnosis is the sound usmally produced by a cracked piston head.

R ove a spark plug from an engine and let it run for a moment or two. The "clacking" sound

oduced by the missing spark plug is very similar to the sound which may be prochaced by a

cracked piston. Before pulling the cylinder head off to verify amisfire which we suspect is a

cracked piston, let's test the cylinder in case the malfunction is caused by another source.

What tests are we goilitto perform on the cylinder?

First, perform a complete "odry" compreseion test to ensure that this is the only defective

cylinder. To make reeairs on, one cylinder and reassemble the engine only to find that other

cylinders are defective due to worn rings is a waste of effort and money. Upon completion of the

"dry" test, a "wet" test mugt be performed on the known defective cylinder and any others

which may be found defective during the "dry" test. If a piston is cracked, the "dry" test and

the "wet" test should produce the same readings.

If the "wet" test reading rises above that of the "dry" test and you do not suspect a scored

cylinder wall, what might be a cause of the rise, in pressure?

By injecting oil into the cylinder for the "wet" test, you have improved the seal between

the piston rings and the cylinder walls. Therefore, if the readings noted on the "wet" test are

higher than those of the "dry" test, you may safely assume that the piston rings are worn and

must be replaced, In some instances, however, the crack in the piston head may be so slight

that the oil will form a temporary seal.

If the piston rings are worn to the extent that the engine is losing compression, a coating

of black soot from burned oil should,be apparent on the inner wall of the tailpipe. Additionally,

when the engine is "revved" or "gunned", a blue smoke stiould be emitted from the tailpipe.

This smoke will resemble the steam emitted due to a crack between the water jacket and the

cylinder, but will not dissipate as.fast. When the spark plugs are removed, they will also be

coated with black soot on the electrode end (firing end). The only remedy for worn rings is to

replace them.

The more moving components a mechanism has, the more chance there is of defects. A

typical example of this is the valve mechanism.

3-4-. VALVE MECHANISMS

As you know fiabm the previous lesson, tge valve mechanism consists of timing gears, a

camshaft, valve tappets, valve springs, and the valve. Now let's think about some of the mal-

functions which can occur in this mechanism. We will begin with the timing gears since they are

the source of movement within the mechanism.



Recall the function of the timing gears or timing chain and sprockets. If they are installed
one tooth out of alinement, the engine will hardly operate. If they are installed two or more
teeth out of alinement, it is very likely that the engine will not operate at all. Let'ir agumme
that a vehicle has just been towea into your shop because it will not start, although7esterday
it was operating fine. You have checked the ignition and all spark plugs are firing well. You have
checked the fuel system and everything is fine there. Next you check the TM for the location of
number one spark plug wire in the distributor, remove the distributor cap, and turn the crank-
shaft until' the rotor button is in position to ignite that spark plug (fig 3-16). Number one spark
plug should be firing somewhere near this point. You can't see the spark, but by observing the
timing marks located on the crankshaft damper, you know that they should be near alinement with
the timing mark pointer on the engine block.. They are not. Keeping in mind that this engme
was running perfectly yesterday, what would you diagnose this malfunction as?'

ROTOR BUTTON

Fig 3-16. Tactical vehicle distributor.

If the camshaft is driven by gears, a gear-tooth has most probably been hipped off the
gear. If it is driven by chain and sprockets, the chain may have become worn so badly that it
jumped a tooth or two on the crankshaft sprocket or camshaft sprocket. Eithe of these occurrences
would throw the valve timing off. The mechanical timing mechanism (timing ears or sprockets
and chain) must be repaired by replacing those components which are defectiv

The camshaft will seldom, if ever, be the source of malfunction. How ver, there have
been cases of camshaft lobes wearing to the extent that they would drasticall affect the performance
of an engine. This was due to a lack of lubrication between the damshaft lob s and the valve
tappets, in which case the tappets experience excessive wear also.

Can you determine the result of this condition in valve operation?

The camshaft lobes open the valves to allow the fuel-air mixture to e ter and the burned
gases to leave the combustion chamber. Therefore, if the lobes and the t ppets are worn, the
valve opening is affected in the distance the valve opens ai well as the am unt of time it remains
open (fig 3-17). This cuts the amount of fuel-air mixture which is allowe into the engine.

VALVE
OPENING

GOOD
CAM

VALVE
OPENING

WORN
CAM

Fig 3-17. Comparison of the opening of the valve with a good,cam lobe and a
worn cam lobe.
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With less fuel-air mixture, naturally, the engine buffers a loss in performance. This situaition
may be remedied in its early stageS.by valve adjustment. A good sign to watch for is the engine
requiring frequent valve adjustments or, in the case of engines with non-adjustable hydraulic
valves, check the bottom of the tappets for wear when they are removed. The only remedy for
this condition in the latter stages is replacement of the catnshaft and tappets. In the early stages,
valve tappet wear is easily detected through the sound the tappets make. It is similar to the lakise of
a pencil point tapping on a desk.

. A valve which remains open for a longer period than necessary is just as bad as one
which opens too late and closes too soon. This will cause the valve to become burnt. What
component in the valve mechanism w,ould be at fault if the valves were remaining open for,a
prolonged period of time?

Prolonged valve opening may result from two conditions, weak valve springs and valves
adjusted too tightly. A weak valve spring will not close the valve as rapidly as it should, and if
the valves are adjusted too tightly, the camshaft lobe will open them sooner than desired and allow
them to be closed later. Compression can only be created in the combustion chamber while
the valves are closed. *Therefore, if the valve remains open during the compression stroke,
compression willrsitop in direct proportion to the amount of time the valve remains oPen.

From this point on, we will discuss-the valve-in-head valve train design since it covers
che components of the valve-in-block valve train as well. As you know, the pushrod is a long
thin rod. If the valve guide becomes rough or burred, the valve stem tends to hang (stick)
inside it. This will hold the valve open too long, as well as putting added pressure on the pushrod.
If this pressure becomes great enough, it will cause the pushrod to bend. What do you think the
symptom would be if this condition occurred?

If the pushrod becomefbent, its length would be shortened. This Would produce the same
effect as worn tappets or camshaft lobes. Therefore, the first symptom would be the sound
emitted from the valve train,, which is similar to the tapping of a pencil.

A bent pushrod cannot he'straightened perfectly, and even if it could, it Would be weakened
to the point that eventually it would bend again. A bent pushrod must be replaced\ with a new
part. What must be done prior to replacing a bent pushrod? You must eliminate the source of
the problem. Therefore, you must repair or replace the valve guide before installing the new
pushrod.

\
Worn rocker arms and rocker arm shaft are a cause of valves opening too late and closing

too soon. The symptom again, is the sound similar to the tapping pencil. The cause of this
problem is problem is poor or no labrication. The pivot (fig 3-18) of the rocker arm and rocker
arm shaft will become worn. This condition may be verified by removing the rocker arm cover
and observing the rocker arms while the engine is operating. If lubrication (is sufficient, oil will
squirt from the rocker arms as they rock back ad forth. If no oil is present, the rocker arms
and the rocker arm shaft must be replaced. It wfIkdo no good however, to replace these Com-
ponents unless you clear the oil passages leading to em.

ROCKER AR.M

OCKER ARM
SHAFT

Fig 3-18. The pivot point for the rocker arm, the rocker arm shaft.
NB.
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Let's return to the compression test for a moment. If a "dry" test and a "wet" test

result in the same reading, this indicates an open combustion chamber (a cracked piston head,
a valve adjusted too tightly, etc.). We don't think thil it is a crackedigaston because no souhd,is present to inlicate this. You.will probably'have to remove the cylifider head, but first, adjustthe valves to ensure that they are not too tight. Now, after performing another "wet" test onthe cylinder, the result is the same. You are encountering the most coMmon cause of an bpencylinder, a burnt valve. When a valve becomes burnt, it means that the face at' the valve 'has
lost its machined smooth finish due to partial melting of the metal caused by extreme heat within
the 'Valve. When this happens, the valve must be ground. The valve face is cooled by the valve
seat when the valve is closed. The valve seat, of course, is cooled by the water jacket. Thereare usually two reasons for a valve becoming burnt. Can you determine why this condition would,
occur?

MANED VAWE

Fig 3-19. The affect o(,ercIPC'hing and melting.

In order to cool sufficiently, a valve must remain seated for a certain period of time to
give the seat ample time to% transfer the heat from the valve to the coolant within the water jacket:
If the valve is ag,justed too tightly, this period becomes shortened. As a result, the valve will
become overheated and the face will scorch and melt to the extent that it will not form a pressure-tight seal (fig 3-19). Therefore, we have an open combustion chamber even when the valves areclosed.

To ensure proper cooling of the valves, they must be adjusted by inserting a feeler gagebetween the rocker arm and the valve stem, then turning the sdjusting nut until a slight drag tsfelt (fig 3-20). The TM for the specific engine will state the procedures to be/ollowed as wellas the clearance required.

ADJUSTING SCriEW (NUT)/ ROCKER ARM

FEELER GAGE

Fig 3-20. Adjusting valves on an I-head engine.
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3-5. CRANKSHAFT
a

Another common source of malftinction within the engine is thp crankshaft and its related
parts. On rare occasions, the crankshaft will actually break into two pieces. This is usually
due to metal fatigue, but it may also be the result of one wirtion of the shaft "seizing" during
operation. This condition is. due to poor lubrication. There is no method of repair for a broken
crankshaft; therefore, it must be replaced.

_Improper lubrication is the major cause of crankiihaft failure; Both the main journals and
,the rankpins.rotate inside friction-type bearings. Without lubrication, these bearings would
last only a matter of secohds. With improper lubrication, such as heavily diluted oil, improper
viscoSity, or insufficient quantity of oil, the bearings will break down far earlier during the life
of an engine than they should. When the bearings break down, an excessive amount of free play
exists between the bearing artil the crankshaft. This can be detected through a "knocking" sound
inside the oil pan. 1f-detected early enough, this condition may be remedied by merely replacing
the bearings. If not, the crankshaft must be "turned" (ground to eliminate blemishes), and
the bearings replaced with a different size bearing.

. In some cases, the bearing will seize the crankihaft and result in a broken (thrown) connecting
rod or a broken crankshaft as mentioned earlier.

We have discussed how to detect, recognize, and locate engine malfunctions. We have
briefly covered some of the remedies for these malfunCtions. Now, let's disassemble an engine
and prepare it for whatever repairs are necessary.

1

c.
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'Chapter 4

EIALNE DISASSEMBLY

4-1. INTROICTION

Many engines have been Apaired or rebuilt and returned to operation, but a short time
later we find therrt back in the maintenance facility. Protiably the greatest cause of this is
improper disassembly. Most mechanics who experience this situation concentrate all their efforts
on repair of the components known to be defective, and careful reassembly. They fail to seethe iinportance of proper disassembly.. As you can see, we are 'devoting an entire chapter to the

,disassembly phase. You will soon realize this is just as important as repair and reassembly.

4-2. ENGINE REPAIR PREPARATION

A good\repair or rebuild job begins with engine preparation. Without good preparation, youmay not Only 'fail to locate unknown defects, but you may cause further damage.

With the engtne,remOved from the vehicle, we begin our preparation. Imagine yourselfa surgeon, and the edgine your patient. If foreign matter enters ybur patient's body, infectionwillresult, and your operation is a failure. Let's make sure that ALL openings into the engineare well covered (fig 4-1).
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Fig 4-1. Engine preparation.
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Now that all the openinge are covered, you must clean the engine thoroughly to prevent
foreign matter from entering the engine during disassembly. This could cause damage to the
internal parts later.. First, let's take a high-pressure cleaning unit and steam clean the entire
outer suilface of the engine. If a cleaning unit is not available, use a high-pressure water
hose to remove the dirt and loose matter. Next, with cleaning solvent and a stiff brush, remove
any grease or oil which may be on the engine. Using two separate containers, emoye the *

oil pan drain plug and open the cylinder block drain cock and drain the engine c&pletely
(fig 4-2). While the engine is draining, you might use this time to make sure that 3br working
area is thoroughl4sokean to prevent any chance of getting the internal parts of the engine
contaminated. s-...-... AMMO.

CYUNDER. BLOCK
DRAIN COCK

OIL PAN
DRAIN PLUG

s"
Fig 4-2. Drain the engine.

With the engine thoroughly cleaned and drained, let's make a good visual inspectionof its
outer surfaces for cracks and broken parts as you begin removing the accessories. If these
conditions exist, you must get e decision from a machinist on the feasibility of repairing the
defects. ,New or rebuilt parts are of no value if our engine block is damaged beyond repair.

At this point, we are ready to disassemble the engine. Let's mount the engine 'on the repair
stand and begin the actual disassembly (fig 4-3),.

Note: The removal and installation of the intake and exhaust manifolds"will be covered in
another course. It is essential, however, that these components be inspected and
properly alined for the engine to operate correctly.

REPAIR
STAND

I MORCYVI SED ENGINE
SUPPORT 'RACKET ,

Fig 4-3. Engine mountecl on repair stand.

As you disassenibleengine, check each part to make sure it can be used in the repatr
of the engine. If we wait untilreassembly, it will cause extra work and unnecessary time.

4-3. CYLINDE HEAD REMOVAL

We have lready inspected he outer surfaces of the cylinder head, 'along with the rest of the
engine. The internal portion of the head must be cleaned before it can be inspected. Therefore,
when you rerhove the cylinder head. lay it aside and inspect it later in a separa'te area. To
clean it now Would result in carbon depogits flying through the air, possibly contaMinating the rest
of the engine.
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Removal of the cylinder head from an L-head engine is very simple. Simply remove thecylinder head bolts from the head,: lift it from the engine, and lay it flat, on a flat surface.To stand it on end or lean it against another Object would result in the head warping, and causeunnecessary repairs in most case. At this time, also remove the cylinder head gasket, inspectit for signs ofleakage, and discard it. Any signs of leakage should be recorcled so that you mayconcentrate your cylinder head and"cylinder block gasket-surface inspection iri that particular,area later.

Removal of an I-head or F-head engine's cylinder head requires a little more effort. First,remove Me rocker arm cover and discard the gasket and the retainer-seals (fig 4-4).

W56

r ,
Fig 4-4. Remove the rocker arm cover.

kt-dis time, check the retainer seal surface of the cover for dents. Check for any otherdents. Some mechanics have a tendency to over-torque the retaining nuts. Thlis bends the re-tainer seal surface of the cover. If a dent exists, you may straighten it at this time or recordthe defect so that it is not forgotten..

With the cover.removed, back off (loosen) the valve adjustment at least one complete turnto relieve the pressure on the rocker arms (fig 4-'5). If the pressure is not relieved, damage tothe rocker arm shaft could result when it is'being removed.

EW

Back off valve-adjusting screws
one turn to reduce load on rocker

Fig 4-5. Relieving rocker arm prese.

When the pressure is relieved. r 4 ove the rocker arm attaching bolts and nuts (fig 4-6)and lift the-rocker arm shaft from the e ine. If the engine has no rocker arm shaft. simplyremove the rocker arms,

...I...,

ATTACHING BOLT

ATTACHING
NUT

Fig:4-6. Removing the rocker arm shaft.
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Once the shaft is removed, you might make a preliminary inspection by removing a couple
of rocker arms and ckecking their pivot points on the shaft. If you find grooves worn into the
shaft, discard both the shaft and the rocker arms, retaining all other parts.

To prevent damage to the pushrods when the cylinder head is removed, take them out of
their holes (before removing the cylinder head) and lay them in order on your workbench or in
the area you are storing the parts you have removed. You might as well take this opportunity to
ensure that all the pushrods at% perfectly straight. A bent rod will continue to bend when
reinstalled in the engine. Discard any bent rods and make a note Of the holes from which they
were removed.

Now, loosen the cylinder head bolts, lift the head from the engine, and lay it on a flat
surface. Remember, we will inspect the cyhnder head assembly later.

4-4, OIL PUMP REMOVAL

Let's turn the engine upside down now, and remove the oIl so that we may work inside
the crankcase. Discard all gaskets and neoprene seals.

We will remove the oil pu.mp, the pick-up tube; and the oil strainer as a complete assembly.
But first, let's make su-re those oil pump drive gears -are in good condition. It woui'd just be

'extra work to remove the oil pump now, zepair the engipe, and reinstall the pump if the gears
are worn excessively. Free play (backlash) between the gear teeth would grow larger and
larger, and we would have to replace the oil pump'in the near future. Remerriber, the engine is
to be repaired. to a like-new cooditIon.

. Backlash is measured with a dial indicator. This instrument is attached to, or placed
upon, the engine block and the levers adjusted until the tip of the plunger may be pla ed against
one tooth of the driven gear. Now the instrument is again adjusted until the dial eads zero.

After the instrument is set up hi this manner, tiarn the driven gear against the plunger tip
until it is stopped ty the driving gear, then turn it back until it contacts the next tooth and stops.
The distance the dial reads from one tooth to the next is the backlash (fig 4-7). Record the
backlash and checls it against the tolerances listed in the TM for your vehicle. If the backlash is
not within tolerances, make a note of this so you do not forget to remedy it.

INN

Oa

Fig 4-7. M)asuring oil iump gear backlash.

Now remove the oil pump and the pick-up tube and strainer screen assembly (fig 4-8).
Discai-d the gasket.

N
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Fig 4-8. Oil pump and pick-up tube an4 screen assembly.
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4-5. PISTON REMOVAL

There is quite a bit of work to be done before you can actually remove the piston assembly.
The first thing to do is check the connecting rod side play. This is done by inserting a feeler
(thickness) gage between'each connecting rod cap and ita crankshaft throw (fig 4-9). Try several
leaves of the gage, if necessary, until one is inserted which has a slight drag. Record the number
stamped on that leaf. After all connecting rods havabeen checked, open your TM to the proper
sperifications and list the rods which are not within the specified tolerance.

Fig 4-9. Measurling connecting rod side play.

Let's turn the engine upright again and take a look at the cylinders. Around the very top
you can see or feel a ridge. This ridge is produced by carbon deposits and ring wear, because
the rings do not travel this high.. The rings of the piston cause wear on the cylinder as they
travel up and down. The top edge of the rings also weai to a curved shape. The ridge the
top of the.cylinder Will match the shape of the-top edge of the ring. When new rings,are installed,
they have no wear, and will strike t,he ridge, causing ring and, possibly, cylinder wall and piston
damage (fig 4-10).

OLD RING MATCHES RIDGE

Fig 4-10. Results of installing new piston rings with ridges at the top of the
cylinder.

The ridges at the top of the cylinders must be removed prior to installing new piston rings
_and now is the best time to accbmplish this. By removing the ridges at this time, you eliminate
the chance of damage to the piston when it is removed.-

4

*tou will use a tool known as a ridge reamer (fig 4-11) to remove the ridges. Turn the
crankshaft until the pistcin of the cylinder about to be reatned is at BDC. Now, gebt a clean cloth
and place it inside the cylinder to catch ALL metal filings which might fall into the cylinder. If
they are not caught, these filings ,can cause cylinder wall scoring. While reaming, be very care-
ful NOT,to cut into the ring travel area of theiylinder. This will notonly damage the,cylinder
wall, but the piston as viell. Before turning the crankshaft to bring tlAt next'piston to BDC, BE
SURE that ALL metal filings are removed and discarded.
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Fig 4-11. Removing ridges from the cylinder.

When all cylinders have been reamed, you are ready to remove the piston assemblies.
Again, turn the engine upside down. The connecting rod caps and pistons mnst be'removed one
at a time ,to prevent damage to the engine. Turn the crankshaft until,the piston to be removed
is at BDC. This makes it easier to remove the bolts from the connecting rod beaTing cap.
Remove,the two cap nuts and lift the capIrom the crankpin. Check the cap and the rod to make
sure they are marked. If they are not marked; mark them both with a number stamp or center
punch ON THE SAME SIDE, numbering them in their prorier 'sequence in the engine', This is done
so that, when the pistons'are reinst*ed, they will be in the same cylinder and in the same position.

Now, you may remove the pistenbassembly by placing the handle end of your ball peen hammer
against the end of ,the connecting rod, and carefully pushing the piston out through the top of the
cylinder (fig 4-12). Make sure that theconnecting rod DOES NOT strike the crankpin or the
cylinder wall. Ever;the slightest scratch will cause you extra work to remove. Repeat this
procedure on each piston until.they are all removed.

Harrunerlandlo ccronedung rod

Lk\ -..ammill

4

Fig 4-12., Removing the piston assemble.

If the ridges are not retnoved at this time, extra 'force will be required, and chances are 99 out
of 100 that thejtammer will slip, causing the connecting rod to strike the crankpin or cylinder,

.;

Note: Most pistons are marked at-the factory with a notch or arrow, so check the piston first.
If the piston heads are not marked, then you would proceed as follows. As each piston is
removed, mark the forward portion with a center punch'numbering them as you numbered
the rods.

4-6. TIMINQ GEAR REMOVAIL
_

To remove the timink gears, you mu§t first remove-the crankshaft damper and pulley,
the timing gear cover, and the crankshaft oil stinger. After these items are' removed, make sure
that the timing gears are in good condition. If you do not check them at this time, you cannot check..
them until they are reinstalled during reassembly, and this means extra.work, because you ma);
have to change them after reinstallation.

"
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The first check to make is free play (backlash) between the gears. If the backlash is excessive,
the valves will open and close later than they should. For this check, use a dial indicator (fig 4-13).
The instrument is placed upon the cylinder block or, depending up'on the manufacturer's design,
attached to the cylinder block. Adjust the linkage between the dial and the portion on the cylinder
block so that the dial plunger rests on the face of one gear tooth of the camshaft gear. When making
this adjustment, -be sure that the teeth of the two gears are in firm contact and that the dial reads
zero. Now, turn-the camshaft gear just enough to cause it to touch the next tooth on the crankshaft
gear. Record the reading on' the thal indicator and make the next check. 0

4.%

Fig 4-1 3. Checking timing gear backlash.

The next check will be performed to find out if the gear is warped. There is little or no
chance of the crankshaft gear warping due to its small size. Therefore, leave the base of the
dial indicator in its p.1-esent position, and check only the camshaft gear. This check is called
the timing gear runout test. Simply adjust the dial indicator linkage so that the plunger rests on
the end of the gear with the dial indicating zero (fig 4-14).. Turn the carnshaft gear one complete
rotation and record the highest reading observed on the dial indicator.

DIAL R4DICATOR

CAMSHAFT GEAR

0

Fig 4-14. Checking timing gear runout.

Before removing the timing gears, let's make one more check, the camshaft end play. This
will determine if it will be necessary to replace the camshaft thrust bearing. Although this check
has no direct connection witti theopondition of the timing gears, it can only be made with the cam-
shaft gear installed.

With the dial indicator base in the same position, place the plunger on the end of the cam-
shaft gear retainer bolt. Now, plkoe the end of your pry bar between tie gear and the engine
block and gently pry the gear away from the engine. Record the reading of the dial indicator (fig 4-15).

-
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'With all the checks accomplished, check your readings against the specifications in the TM
for your vehicle. If the gear backlash .or Tunout is beyond tolerance, the gears may be discarded.
If the camshaft end play is excessive, this means you will have to replace the camshaft thrust bearing
before reinstalling the camshaft.

Fig 4-15., Measuring camshaft end play.

Now, you can remove the timing gears. The crankshaft gear is removed first to prevent
damage to the camshaft gear. If you remove the camshaft gear first, you will be tur'ning the
gear puller in a clockwise direction, while the camshaft gear is attempting to rotate in a counter-
clockwise direction due to the design of the gear teeth. This causes added resistance to the

0-puller.

Install the crankshaft damper retaining bolt prior to installing the gear puller (fig 4-16).
If the gear puller is installed without the retainer bolt, thread damage will result. When the gear
puller is installed as shown in figure 4-16, you simply turn the center bolt of tt-te puller clock-
wise, while holding the gears,to prevent them from turning. The TM for this vehicle will instruct
you a's *,t the best method of holding the gears.

Fig. 4-16. Removing the crankshaft gear.

Removal of the camshaft gear is accomplished with the same tool (fig 4-17). The retaining .
bolt, being still attached, is loosened a,few turns prior to installing the puller. Install the puller
basically the same as ratikshaft removal. Turn the puller clockwise, allowing the gear to break
free of the camshaft, The puller then may be removed, the retainer bolt removed, and the gear
lifted from the camshaft.

4-8
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Fig 4-17. Removing the camshaft gear.

4-7. CRANKSHAFT REMOVAL

Before removing the crankshaft from the engine, remove the clutch pilot bearing and the
flywheel from the crankshaft.

The pilot bearing is removed at this time be-cause it has to be removed with a slide harnmer
puller, and the block provides a rigid base. The puller (fig 4-18) is inserted into the hole located in
the center of the pilot bearing and spread to form a firm fit inside the bearing (fig 4-19), using

othe thumbscrgw. When a firm fit is obtained, slide the slide hammer to the rear with force until
'the bearing is forced completely out of the crankshaft.

Fig 4-18. Clutch pilot bearing puller.

PU

Fig 4-19. Remoying the clutch piloebearing.

4
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Before removing the flywheel, perform a runout test just as you did for the camshaft
timing gear. A warped flywheel will cause the clutch to engage unevemly and the clutch pedal will
"bounce." Figure 4-20 illustrates the use of a dial indicator with a "C" clamp. Again, the
dial is set at zero and the flywheel is turned one complete rota%tion. Note that the plunger is
placed near the friction surface edge. Record the highest reading. If the runout is excessive
according to the TM, the flywheel must be replaced unless facilities are available to grind it.

Fig 4-20. Measuring flywheel runout.

et

Now, let's remove the flywheel. Remove the bolts or nuts from the area around the center
of the flywheel and carefully lift the flywheel from the crankshaft. Be careful so that you DO
NOT drop the flywheel. This may cause damage to the ring gear. When the flywheel is removed,
check the ring gear for chipped or missing teeth. If these conditions exist, the ring gear must
be rerilaced; either by installing a riew ring gear on the flywheef or by replacing the entire
flywheel.

With the flywheel removed, check the crankshaft end.play. This may be dorgby placing
the dial indicator at either end of the engine block. Use the end which is most convenient (fig 4-21).
Place the dial indicator on the engine block and set the plunger as indicated in figure 4-21 with r
the dial set at zero.

DIAL INDICATOR

,

(ifr.

A. Flywheel end.

rsi

Fig 4-21. Checking crankshaft end play.

4-10

B. Damper end.
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With the dial set at zero, pry the crankshaft in the direction of the dial indicator by placing
a pry bar between the crankshaft journal and a main bearing cap. Record,the reading. If thea
reading is higher than the TM allows, the crankshaft thrust bearing will have to be replaced
during the repalio phase.

All the necessary checks have been made, and you are ready to remove the crankshaft.
During removal, remember there are many bearings and.bearing surfaces. Extreme caee must
be exercised, so that you DO NOT "nick" or scratch any bearing surfaces, or drop any of these
vomponents.

First, loosen ALL bearing cap retaining bolts and leave them in place. Next remove each
main bearing cap and identify it by marking the number of the bearing on the same side of ALL
bearing caps and bearings. This is to ensure that the bearings are reinstalled in their proper
place and position when the engine is reassembled. Place the bearing caps in order, on the
workbench with ttwbearing and bolts installed. Lift the crankshaft out of the crankcase very
carefully, and lay iteon a flat surface. If you lean the crar*shaft against another object in an
upright position, IT WILL WARP.

4-8. CAMSHAFT REMOVAL

,,The final components to be removed from the engine block are th amshaft and valve tappets.
In some cases, the valve tappets may be removed first, and in other ses, the camshaft must
be removed first. This depends upon the design of the tappets. Try to lift the tappets out of
their holes with your fingers. DO NOT use force. If they cannot be removed, turn the engine
upside down so that the tappets fall away from the camshaft. Attempting to remove the camshaft
with the tappets resting on it will result in damage to both the camshaft and the tappets. You
may remove the camshaft by removing the thrust plate retaining cap screws (fig 4-22), and-tuning
the camshaft forward carefully out of the engine block (fig 4-23).

CJ
S.

111

0

Fig 4-22. Camshaft thrust plate. Fig 4-23. Removing the camshaft.

If you were unable to remove the tappets before removing the camshaft, they may be removed
at this time from the bottom of the cylinder block. Once removed, lay the tappets on your work-
bench in, the same grcter in which they are to be installed in the cylinder block. Make sure they
are reinstalled in that same order during reassembly.

With the camshaft-and tappets removed, you are now ready to begin restoring the engine
to a like-new condition.
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Chapter 5

ENGINE REPAIR

Up to this point IP e have inspeded and measured several parts to determine the need for
replacement. But, take a look at the amount of parts you have laid out (fig 5-1),

CL.

sib 1111 14 14 4411

Fig 5-1. Typical parts of a dismantled engine (cylinder head not included).

Looking at figure 5-1, by this time, you should be able to name each part with the exception of
one, the front oil seal plate. Can you do this? If not, it would be advisable to learn them now.
Do not use'this text. IV is better to use your available TM's, especially the parts manuals.
These are the manuals from which you must order replacements for your defective parts.

Do you know your parts now? If so, let's continue.

Each of the parts found in figure 5'-1 must be checked to determine whether it is usable.
Again, this is accomplished by clo-se inspection and precision measurements.

In most cases, the parts.may be installed as they are repaired. But, since we are primarily
concerned at present with repair, reassembly will be covered in the mext chapter. Let's begin
our repair with the engine bloCk.

5-1
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5-1. ENGINE BLOCK

Before going into the repair of the engine block, ,there is .a little more cleaning to be done.
You cleaned the external portion of the block during the engine repair preparation phase, nowthe inside must be 'cleaned. Only after this can a thorough inspection be made. With
a high-pressure steam-cleaning ttnit, or a cleaning solvent; cleart all watersand oil passages,andthe cylinder walls. It the oil passages are not cleftr when you reassemble the engine, all theefforts to rebuild or repair the engine will be wasted because.you are likely to experience lubri-cation failure.

Now, exariiine the block thoroughly for cracks. When a crack is present, it is uduallyindicated by a thin line of rust. These cracks may be found:any place on or inside the block.They are most easily detected in machined surfaces such as the gaskr surfaces and the cylinderwalls.

After this has been done, or even while it is being done, check all tnathined gasket surfacesfor nicks, burrs, and scores. Any burrs and s;ores may be smoothed out with an'oil stone, but
if the block ls cracked, seek the advice of the machine shop personnel.- 'They maibe able toseal it; however, if they cannot make the repairs, theblock must be replaced.

a /
The block must also be checked for warpage. If the block is warped, it may result in aleaking_or "blown" cylinder head gasket. Lay a straightedge across the top of the cylinder

block where the cylindWr head gasket is placed. Now, drag the straightedge along the surfaceof the cylinder block and look for "daylight" between the straightedge and.the cylinder block.
In those places where you detect a gap between'the straightedge and the plbck, check the clearance
with a fepler gage by inserting the leaves of the gage between the straightedge and the blocrit(fig 5-2). Recgrd all your readings and check your results against the tolerances listed in theTM. If the cylinder head gasket surface is found to be warped, the machine shop personnel willhave to grind it flat if tolerances permit. CHECK THE TM. 'You just might find that the block,y.ou are working on cannot be ground under any.circumetances.

3

_mew-

1. Cylinder block. .2..Straightedge. 3.. Feeler.
Fig 5-2. Checking cylinder bloCk warpage.

41If the block must be ground, make a note of this. DO NOT submit the work to the machine
shop until you have found all defects. There may be more work for them, and they n3ight as,well accoipplish it all at the time you submit the block for repair. When alL.defects are located,
send the block to the machine shop if necessary and accomplish your repair upon its return.

Next, check the cylinders for distortion, more Commonly called "out-of-rouhaft andcylinder taper. This is done by taking measurements in each cylinder at the points indicated infigure 5-3. These measurements are made with a cylinder bore checking gage, which is a dialindicator. The gage may be moved from the top to thebottom of the cylinder, allowing you to
measure the taper at each measuring point without removing the gage (fig 5-4), Record the
reading at the top of.measuring point A (fig 5-3) and moire the gage to the bottom or the cylinder
and record the reading there. Repeat this procedure at point B (fig 5-3). Now, determine the
amount of out-of-round by sublracting the .smaller of the two top Measurements from the larger.
To determine the amount of cylinder taper, subtract the top readings from the bottom readings.
Check your TM specifications to determine whether the taper*and out-of-round are within

6reusable limits. -
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Fig 5-4. Checking cylinder out-of-round
and taper: I

Let's assume for the moment that the cylinders are not reusaBle in their present condition.
In this case, you must rebore the cylinders and replace' the present pistons with oversized,

piston's. The machine shop personnel will rebore the cylinders for you. If reboring is not
required however, it,will be your job to prepare the cylinders for,reassembly.

If scores or rough areas ari present in the cylinder wills, theY might possibly be remedied
with a cylinder hone. You must hone the cylinder.walls anyway to remove the mirror smooth

finish. This is done to aid the new piston rings in seating when they are installed. The hone

is placed inside the cylinder and adj.usted to a snug fit (fig 5-5). A heavy-duty electric drill motor
is then attached to the hone, a small amount of engine oil applied to the honing stones, and the

drill put into operation. During the honing process, move the hone up and down in ide e

cylinder. When you feel that you have eliminated any scores or, rough spots, switch e drill off
and move it upward inside the cylinder as it slows to a stop. Loosen the adjustment of the hone

and remove it. Now, wipe the cylinder walls dry and inspect them to ensurethat all defects are
removed. If defects remain.inthe cylinder, and it appears that a considerable amount of honing
will be necessary to remove them, consult the machine shop personng. It may be necessary
to rebore *le cylinder. A word of caution here. During the honing process, the honing stones
MUST BE KEPT WET; so, continue to squirt oil on the honing stones to"prevent them friku

, becoming dry.

s

i Vs

41.

Fig 5-5. Honing the cylinder.

0

If the engine you are working on is equipped with insert-type cYlinders (mentioned earlier <

in the course), the inserts may be replaced; rather than bored. If you find that you must replace

a cylinder insert (liner) the piston must be replaced also. The piston and liner are issued

as a matched set.

5-3
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Replace c7linder liners which do not meet requirements speciffed in repair and rebuild
standards. Usenthe hydraulic ram kit and the cylinder liner,remover and replacer kit (fig 5-6).

CI

A t- Cylinder liner remover and
1. Cylinder liner replacer

assembly
2. Cy Udder liner ,replacer
3. Cylinder liner remover

handle
4. Cylinder liner, remover

rod
5. Cylinder liner remover

replacer kit
support "

plate
and replacer

and replacer

shoe

6. Cotter pin, 1/8 x'1-1/2
17. 3/4 x 2-39/64 clevis pin
8. Cylinder liner ver.sleevp

B - Hydraulic ram kit
1. Hose assembly
2. Hydraulic ram
3. Pressure gage
4. Hose and gage adapter
5. Hydraulic pump assembly

Fig 5-6. Hydraulic ram kit and cylinder liner remover and replacer kit,

To remove the defective liner (fig 5-7) (numbers in parens refer to fig 5-7), use the
proCedure outlined below. Assemble the remover and replacer rod (1) and remover shoe (14)

and secure the clevis pin (15) and cotter pin (8). Insert the rod up thraugh the cylinder
liner, from the bottom of the crankcase; until the shoe seats in the bottom of the liner. With
an assistantsholding the rod and shoe in position, position the remover sleeve (5) over the
liner to be removed.

Install the remover and, replacer plate (4) on the sleeve with the larger diameter away
from sleeve.

Position the hydraulic ram (3) arid remover and replacer handle (2) on the rod. Tighten the
handle clockwise until shoe, sleeve, plate, and ram are properly seated.

Remove the protective caps from the hydraulic ram inlet. Install the hose and gage
adapter (10) in the hydraulic pump assembly (11) and conrisrct the hose assembly to the ram inlet.

Note: The pistons in the hydraulic ram have a two-inch maximum travel; therefore, it will
be necessary to remove the liner in two-inch increments. -
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Place the hydraulic pump release lever in the proper position for pumping (lever to left).

Actuate the pump arm with slow, even pressure. When the sleeve has been moved approximately
two inches, turn the hydraulic pump release lever-to release position (lever to right). This
will allow the ram piston to drop into position for another two-inch lift. Turn the handle (2)
down against hydraulic ram,. reposition the release fever, and repeat the pumping operation
until the liner can be removed from the cylinder.

-REMOVER AND REPLACER 0 REMOVER AND REPLACER
ROO- 1 HANDLE- 2

HYDRAUUC RAM-
3

itallA7
REMOVER AND REPLACER

ILPLATE - 4

NREMOVER kEEVE -3

HOSE ASSY- 4

CYLINDER LINEA-7

COTTER PIN-11

PRESSURE GAGE
get

ADAPTER- 10

REMOVER SI:i0E-4' RELEASE LEVER, 13
RELSASE POSMON

ri
HYIDASSRAY-UNC PUMP

Fig 5-7. Cylinder liner-remover aid replacer kit showing nosition of
shoe against liner,during liner removal (sectional view).

Remove the hydraulic ram kit, remover and replacer kit, and liner.

Clean the cylinder bore with crocus clot4i dipped in drycleaning solyent. Clean the bore
thoroughly and wash with drycleanirg sdIvent.

Before instaPing the new liner,Ifolace the oil pan gasket surface of the crankcase on stitable
blocks. Position the replaper support assembly (16, fig 5-8) under the cylinder bore requiring
a new cylinder liner (fig 5-8).

Remove the cotter pin (8), the clevi,s pin (15), and the remover shoe (14), ;hown in figure
5-7, from the remover and replacer rod (1).

Note: The shoe and the remover sleeve (14) and (5) are not shown in figure 5-8. They are
not required when installing new cylinder liners.

Insert the rod down through the cylinder bore and engage the rod eye with the clevis of the
support assembly.. Instal the clevis pin through the support clevis and the rod eye. Secure the
clevis pin with thecotter pin.

Position the new cylinder liner over the cylinder bore with the flange end up. Place the
remover and replacer plate (4, fig 5-8) over the liner with the small diameter of the' plate seated
in liner.

5-5
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rod.
Position the hydraulic ram (3, fig 5-8) and renrver and replacer handle (2, fig 5-8) on the

Tighten the handle until the ram.plate is properly seated. The cylinder Brier must be
properly alined with the cylinder ebre before attempting to press it in.

Note: Nominal fit of cylinder liner4n bore is U. 002- to 0.003-inch interferenoe (tight) fit.

Connect hose assembly (6, fig 5-8) to hydraulic ram inlet.
A'

Note: Remember that the pistons in the hydraulic ,ram have a two-inch maximunt crave!. It wale,
be necessary for you to install the liner in two-inch increments. v

Place ,the hydraplic pump release in the proper position (to left) for pumping. "Actuate the
pump arm with slow, iren strokes. When the sleeve has been pressed into the bore approxirgitely
two inches, turn the hydraulic pump release lever to release position (to right). This will alw thlr,
ram piston to drop into position for dmother two-ince press.

Caution: The pressure gage attached to the pump indicates pressure exerted for cylinder
liner installation. If indicator needle moves into "danger Nqe" (red anea), stop
pumping action immediately and investigate the cause. a cylinder liner, cannot
be installed without the indicator needle entering the danger zone, reinove the
liner as directed in figure 5-7. Repeat the installation procedure using a different
liner.

Turn the handle down against the hydraulic ram, repoeition the release lever on the pump, and
repeat the pumping operation. You would continue this procedure until the liner flange is properly
seated in Vie cylinder.

Fig 5-8. Cylinder sleeve remover and replacer kit and ram kit
showing proper method of cylinder liner installation.

5-6
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Remove hydraulic ram kit and remover and replacer kit.

The new cylinder liners must be honed. To do this, refer to the TM that pertains to the
engine you are working )on.,

Now that you have checked and repared the cylinder bores, proceed with the valve tappet
bores If the engine you are-working on requires it. The tappet bores are checi5ed visually. Check
the bore walls for scoring and burring first. If scores or burrs exist, they must be removed.
/If the defects,are not too deep, "you-may remoire then with crocus cloth. However, if this fails,
you must ream fhe boress andt.seplace valve tappets with new, oversized tappets. The bares may be
reamed wall a reamer as illustrated in figure 5-9. Whether or not the bore is burred or scored, it
must be checked for proper valve tappet fit. This apikies to new tappets as well asthe old tappets.
The bores may be checked for proper tappet fit by attaching a dial indicator to,the engine block
and Aeating the plunger.agkinst. the side of the tappet after inserting it"into the bore. With the
thumb and fore.finger, move the tappet toward the dial and away from it, observing the distance.

41

Fig 5-9. Reaming valve tappet bore.

o

indicated on the dial face (fig 5-10). Chec your results against the tolerances listed in the TM.
If the rtappet appea*rs too small, order overs ed tappets. Check thenew tappets for proper fit
using the same method discussed for old tap s:

3

Fig 5-10. Checking valve tappet clearance..

(1
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Next, check th camshaft bearinebores. InSpect the bearing surfaces first to determine whether
new camshaft b arings are needed. If the bearings show sisns of scoring, pitting, or excessive
wear, they mu t be replaced so that the valves-will open aria close properly for maximum engine
perfornfance. Figure 5-11 illustrates the type puller used to remove the old beartngs and,
replace the new bearings.

WASHER YOKE ADAPTER

el,
NUT ADAPTER ADATE R

Mi7IM=I=IM:==.
SHAFT

r

Fig 5-11. Camshaft bearing remOver/instaler. te
yr

The front ahd rear bearings are removed from the front and rear respectively, while other
bearings may be removed from 'either end, depending on the, length of the engine.

To remove the rear camshaft bearing, first re ove the camshafttearing plug by knocking
it out from within the engine with a wooden dowel or suitable metal bar-(fig 5-12).

It

tiii4RM4Ao.

Fig 5-12. Camshaft rear bearing plug.

With the rear bearing plug removed (fig 5-13), you may now install the camshaft bearing remover/
replacer by selectingthe adapter appropriate to the bearing diameter, inserting the short-
threaded end of the remover/replacer shaft through the bearing bore, and attaching the adapter
and yoke to the shaft as indicated in figure 5-14. Then, with an appropriate size wrench turn the
yoke nut clockwise while holding the shaft with a pin punch or othersuitable tool (fig 5c14).

Fig 5-13. Rear bearing bore recess
(bearing plug removed).

YOKE

REAR 'SEARING
BORE FACE

PIN PUNCH

Fig 5-14., Removing the rear camshaft
,blea,ring.
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The inner camshaft bearings and the front camshaft bearing are removed in the sasptcN
mannei. As stated before, the end from whiCh we remove thpm depends tali= the length of the
engine (it-is usually best to remove them from the closest enel). Figure 5-15 will give you an ideaof how the inner bearings are removed.

all

EARING REMOVED

Fig 5-15. Removing inner camshaft bearings.

The bearings having been removed, you will notice holes drilleAl certain points.* The
bearing.bories have holes which match the holes in the bearings. These are oil holes, and it is
very important that these.holes be .matched perfectly when installing the new bearings. The lifeof the bearings depends upon it.

With a piece ochalk or other suitable marking matehial, mark the location of the oil holes
in the engine 'block illustrated in figure 5-16.

ilittOCATION MARK

N*Q.

Fig 5-16, Marking location of oil holeslin camshaft bearing bores. \
ak rNow, let's install the"new,bearings. Begin with the last bearing removed by placing it on

an adapter of.the remover/replacer which is larger in diameter than the bearing (fig 5-17)....
1*

Fig 5-17, Camshaft bearing installed on remover/replacer acrapter.

/7
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Now, place the bearing ancradapter against the ore in.which it is to be installed. Insert thl
shaft (with yoke attached) through the adapter, install the adapter nut, and with the appropriate
wrench, draw the bearing into the bore until t adapter flange is flush with the bearing bore
(fig 5-18).

.er

.

Fig 5-18. Installing camshaft bearings.

Once installed, inspect the bea ng oil holes to ensure that tioiey are alined with the oil
holes of the bearing bore (fig 5-19). not, theStmust be removed and reinstalled correctly.

Fig 5-19. Ensure oil holes a e alined.

With the installation of the last camshailabea-ring, you are ready to take the final step in
the repair of the engine block--replacement of the expansion (core) plugs. Defective expans' n
plugs cannot be detected until they actually begin to leak, Tilerefore, it is advisable to repl ce
all expansion plugs during the rebuilding Of an engine.

4,

The soundest methcid of removing the old plugses to drill a 1/2-inch hole in the center
of the plug and remove it with a slide-hammer typeopuiler as iiiustrated in figure 5-20. You

might have noticed that this is the same puller used to remove the clutch pilo(bearing from the
rear of the crankshaft.

1/2 INCH DRILLED HOLE

THUMB SCREW SLIDE HAMMER

EXPANSI N PLUG

PULLER ASSEMBLY

Fig 5-20. Removing expansion plugs.
I' n
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When ydu flave removed theapansion plugs, the new plugs are easily replaced with theexpansion,plug replacer illustrated in figure 5-21A. Simply place the expansion plug on the endof the replacer and, placing it against the expansion plug recess (fig 5-21B), strike the end of\ the replacer gently until it seats evenly in the recess. Once it Pais seated, continue string ituntil the flange of the rep.lacer is flush with the engine block.
t ,

. t -
With the installation of the last expansion plug, we are ready to set the eniine block asideand begin work on the crankshaft.

MANSION PLUG
CUP SIN UP

Fig 5-21. Replacing exp sion plug".

CRAN1<SHAFT

tzt,

',14k

,rt

The crankshaft must be handled with extreme are to avoid fracturbleg or otherwise damagingthe finished, surfaces. Damage to these surfaces wi 1 cause rapid wear of bearings and seals,
resulting in engine failure soon after the rebuild is 4ccomplished.

Yourfirst step is to crean the crankshaft. The crankshaft may be cleaned with cleaving
solvent or a strong pa'rts cleaner if the solvent cannot do a thorough job. After the initial -cleaning, use an air hose to blow out the small passages in the shaft. These are oil-passagesand are vital to the life of the bearings. One clbgged passage can cause you to have to makeextensive repairs shortly after the rebuild is completed. In the Marine Corps, this costs thetaxpayer, but in a civilian shop the money comes out of the mechanic's pocket. Once the crank-shaft has been thoroughly cleaned, inside and outside, inspect it visually for cracks, burrs, andgrooves. Cracks, if present (and sometimes they are hard to find), are a sign olmetal fatigue;
therefore, the crankshaft `should be discarded ahd a new one obtained. If you locate burrs onthe finished surfaces, you can usually eliminate them with the use of an oil Stone. If grooves ordeep nicks appear on finished surfaces,the crankshaft must be ground in a lathe to smallersize if possible. Consult the machine shop personnel concerning the grinding of the cran shaft.If they cannot do the job, discard the crankshaft and obtain a hew.one through the supply s stem.

Assuming that you have inspected the crankshaft and found no major defects wkich could
not be remedied with the oil stone, take some measurements ko make sure that the TI-ankshaft
main journals and the crankpins are not out-of-round. An out-of-round journal or crankpin isjust as bad as a burr, nick, or groove. Each journal and crankpin rnust be measured across itsdiameter in two places at 90° angles to each other on' each end .of the journal or crankpin (fig 5-22).
These measurements are made with an outside micrometer by adjusting the micrometer until itmay be passed across the journal with a very slight drag.
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A AND II=VERTICAt TAPER

C AND D=HORIZONTAL TAPER

A AND C II AND D=OUT-OF-ROUND

CHECK FOR OUT-OF-ROUND AT EACH END
Of 'JOURNAL

Fig 5-22. Crankshaft journal and crankpin measuring points and formula for
amount of out-of-round.

af,

This is illustrated in figure 5-23, The size of the circle is not necessarily the size of the journal
Or crankpin. The arrow to the right indicates the directions in which the micromete4 is mOved.

Fig 5-23. Meadnring crankshaft mp.in journals and crankpins for out-of-round
with a micrometer.

Before attempting to use the Micrometer, be thoroughly familiar with its care and use. TM 9-243,
Use and Care of Handtools and Measuring Tools provides a good basic knowledge.which will enable
you to properly use this measuring tool. 1/4

If the main journals and crankpins are found to be out-of-"round, they must be ground or
the shaft discarded. Before having the crankshaft ground however, make sure the shaft is worth
grinding. What if it is not alineti?- A,warped crankshaft is of no value to you in the rebuild or
repair of an engine. With the use of a pair of "V" blocks (which may be fabricated locally)
and a dial indicator gage, you can determine the runout of the crankshaft (fig 5-24).

.5-12
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Fig 5-24. Mea uring crankshaft runout (warpage).
,

tIf the crankshaft is ound to be warp d, ieplace it with a new shaft: If there is nck warpage,check the woodruff key slo at the end of t drank:haft. Sometimes this slot will become enlargedtil;Make sure the woodruff key its snugly into the A' and while yotfare checkingt-the key fit, Checkthe key itself far burrs and ricks. Most of hese may be eliminated wiitt,an oil sfone. Just becareful that you do not decrease the size of ha key when eliminating thesS defects.

Now let's clean Ihe main bearings thor ughly and inspect each.bearing half. Scored orchipped bearings must be replaced as well as excessively worn bearings. At this point, you maybegin to eliminate crankshaft end play if it Nva ound to.be excessive during disassembly. Thisis done by replacing the main thrust bearings, hich have flanged ends, (fig 5-26.r The beading'
(A) should-be placed in.its position in the engin ttock or bearing cap, and the space betweenthe flange and the block or 9ap measured w*th a keler gage (B).

-

SHOULD
ID At 0 002.0,1
TO OWN

.0'

MAIN
MUST IMMO HALF

Fig 5-25. Checking main thrust bearing for end play.
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If the fit is good at these points, remoVe the bearing halves and place ttiem in the appropriate

journals of the crankshaft. Now, with a feeler gage, measure the end play between the bearing

halves and the main journal throws in the same.manner as you did between the bearing and the

block. This measurement, of.00urse, is taken on the outsider of the flanges. Both of these
measurements should be checked in.the TM.

After making these tedts, you must detetimine whether or not the bearing halves fit the crank-
shaft properly. This may be accomplished by twb different methods. First, let's study the
telesCopic gage method. The use of these measuring devices requires skill and knowledge of

their functions and must be learned from an experienced mechanic if an accurate reading is to

result. Basically, howevr, the measurements a r taken at six points in each crankshaft bore
with the telescoP.ic gage shown in figure 5-26.

Fig 5-2Q. Measuring the crankshaft bore,with a telescopic gage.

Measure each bore near both ends to determine the taper of the bore. , EachAend is measured
across the bore at a right angle to the split of the bearing halves, then' two other points 45 from
the original measurement. .These measuring points are illustrated in figure 5-27.

REAR

114

FRONT

Fig 5-27. Points of meastirement for crankshaft main bearings.

.Note that the illustration indicates that the end measurements are taken 114 inch in from eac
end. This is an approximate figure. Check youi. TM for specific distance.

After EACH use of the telescopic gage, such as measuring point "B" a micrometer must
be used to measure the telescoplc gage length Since it has no measurements on it. When all
measurements haVe been taken, check them agaInst the crankshaft journal measurements. The

difference found between these Measurements is the rutInineclearance of the main bearings,
which must be checked against the tolerances listed in the TM to determine whether the bearings
are suitable for use.

A..
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Note: In order to obtain accurate measurements, the bearing caps rriust be torqued to the
specified torque listed in the TM.

Another method of determining running clearance is the plastigage method. Plastigage is
a commercial name whiCh has been acceVed as a common term in the automotive field. It is
a small string of plastic material packaged in a strip of paper which is used to take the
ments as well as to protect the material.

To use this method, the engine is turned bottom side up and the crankshaft is placed in its
proper position in the main bearing frame with the upper crankshaft bearing halves installed.
Then a small strip of the plastigage is placed along the length of the journal. The lower crankshaft
main bearing half is placed inside the main bearing cap and the cep is intalled and tightened to
its epecified torque. After this is accomplished, the bearing cap is removed and tlp flattened
strip of plastigage is measured with the paper used to package it (fig 5-28).

of.

V Fig4.5-28. Measuring crankshaft bearing running clearance (using plastigage).

Plastig4ge may be obtained in three ranges. The color of the plastic.string indicates the
range as (allows: Green is for bearings requiring 0.001 to 0. 003 inches, red is for bearings
requirltig 002 to 0. 006 inches, and blue is for bearings requiring 0.004 to 0.009 inches
running clearance. Check your TM specifications prior to obtaining the plastigage to ensure
that you are using the proper gage.

Mite: When using plastigage, contact areas must be clean and dry, the crankshaft must
not be rotated, and all caps must be installed and tight.

Now install the crankshaft timing gear and we are ready toproceed to the next cornponent.
Drive the woodruff key into the woodruff key slot and slide the gear onto the shaft with the
timing mark visible from the front of the shaft (fig 5-29).

IV

5-3. FLYWHEEL

CItANIPIIAR

TIMING
MARK

,KET

Fig 5-29. A properly installed crankshaft timing gear.

With all repairs completed on the crankshaft, the next component to be concerned with
is the flywheel. Inspect it thoroughly for scoring, cracks, and heat checks (discoloration due
to extreme heat). If any of these defects appear, replace it with a new one. Now, inspect the
flywheel ring gear for worn, chipped, or cracked teeth. In most cases, this will be cause for
discarding the flywheel. However, in some cases you might be retd1red to replace only the

5-1
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ringgea-r. II you must replace the ring gear, cut the defective gear off with a chisel ariil cool
the flywheel to the lowest temperature possible within your means (this may be room temperature
or lower). The new ring gear must be heated to approximately 600'7 Fahrenheit. After it has
reached this temperature, install it on the flywheel and allow it to cool.

In some cases the clutch pilot bearing is installed in a tore located in the flywheel and in
other cases it is in a bore located in the rear end of the crankshaft. In either case, force the
pilot bearing into its bore and make sure 4 is snug and properly alined. In the case of a bronze
bushing-type bearing, you should always install a new one. In the case of ball or roller type
bearings, make sure the bearing is operating smoothly.

If the above defects are not corrected, poor clutch engagement results as well as the
destruction of the clutch components in many cases.

5-4. VIBRATION DAMPER

Now, inspect the vibration damper for chips and cracks. Chips-Will result in vibration
due to an unbalanced condition and cracks will result in the eventual destruction of the damper
and possible damage to other comonents. If the damper is the type which we discussed earlier
in the text, with the rubber mounting between the wheel and outer ring (weight) inspect the
rubber for deterioration. This can cause damage.

If any defects are apparent in the vibration damper, discard it and obtain a new one.

5-5. PISTON ASSEMBLY

Although the piston assembly performs a relatively simple function, the specifications
are quite critical due to the speed of the piston Afavel, the pressure exerted upon it, and of
course the friction caused by this. Keeping this in mind, let's begin the repair of the piston
assembly.

To repair the piston, it must fi st be disassembled. Cover youyjse jaws w tth a soft
material. Soft tin or aluminum cover should be available in eveny shop. If not, you may
fabricate a pair. With the jaws of the /se covered, secure the connecting rod in them. With
the piston secured in the vise, (see fig 5-30 and 5-31) remove tne rings, beginning with the
top ring and working down to the bottom. Ring expander tools are provided for this to prevent
damage to the piston by scratching and burring. Figure 5-30 shaws tools commonly used in the
removal and installation of piston rings. Figures 5-30 and 5-31 illustrate the use of these tools.

gir

t

\ 'NC

Fig 5-30. Common ring expander tools used to remove and install Piston rings.

You might aiso notice that the illustrations in figure 5-30 and 5-31 picture three types of
pistons; diesel, gasoline, and multi-fuel respectively. Either of these tools Miy be usea on

;any piston. Basically, piston rings are the satne.

5;16 11 ,
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,Fig 5-31. l'iernoving and installing piston rings.

-After all t8e...rings have been removed, the oil control ring expander must also be removed
(fig 5-32). In most cases, the oil ring, as well as the expander, must be removed by hand.
Extreme caution must be exercised to prevent scratching the piston during this procedure.

f.'

PISTON
Ilnagit

REMOVE OIL XONTROL
RING EXPANDER SPRING

ROM PISTON
gy

/ frit

11=

*A4.

Fig 5-32. Removing the oil control ring expander.

To prepare for the.next disassimbIy step, th.e ppton and its connecting rod to ensure--
the same rod and piston are kept as a set: _The pin must also be included in the marking.
Piston pins are NOT interchangeable. Interchan iston pins usually results in a piston pin
knock (loose pins). You are now ready to remove the piston pin, separating the piston from the
connecting rod. The nin will not come out,_ however, until the piston pin retainer (fie 5-33)
is removed. This may be done with a suitable pair of pliers. After the retainers have been
removed, the piston pin may be removed by either pressing it out with your thumb Or driving
it out with a brass drift if necessary. Again, exercise extreme caution to prevent damage.
Remove the connecting rod. Notv, place the piston pin back inside the piston pin hole of the
piston in the same end of the hole from which a was removed. Lay the separated piston and
connecting rod down and repeat the same procedure with the remaining pistons.

Fig 5-33. Remove the piston pin retainer.

Once the pistons are disassembled, clean and inspect them. The best method of cleaning
them is dunking them in cleaning solvent and using a wire brush to remove the carbon deposits
on the head of the piston ONLY (fig 5-34).
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Fig 5-34. Cleaning the pistons.

The ring grooves must be cleaned also. Special tools are designed for this piirpose, but
if none are available an old ring may be used provided the edges are nbt sharp enough to
scratch or burr the piston. Figure 5-35 illustrates the use of a piston ring groove cleaner. The
tool is held in its track in two places by the guide and the blade cuts tile-earbon away as it is
rotated around the piston.

GUIDE

Fig 5-35. Cleaning piston ring grooves.

After cleaning the grooves, blow the piston clean with a compressed air hose, making sure
all holes are completely clear.

When this is accomplished, inspect the piston thoroughly for scoring, burrs, and cracks.
Light scores and burrs may be eliminated with crocus cloth, after which the piston is again
serviceable. However, if all scores and burrs cannot be eliminated, discard the piston and
use a new one. Figure 5-36 gives a good example of pistons which are and are not reusable.
Note that these pistons have ring grooves at the bottom as well as the top. The pistons are
designed for a diesel (compression-ignition) engine. Pistons which are cracked must be discarded.

/65'



HSTON SUITABLE FOR
INSTALLATION A3 13

1

SLIGHTLY SCORED, um ONLY
AFTER REMOVING son MARRS
IV POLLSHING WITH CROCUS
CLOTH OR HARD INDIA STONE

SADLY SCOSEDUNPIT
FOR USE

Fig 5-36. Comparison of serviciable and unserviceable piatons.

After repairing or replacing defective pistons, you must be certain they are going to fitproperly into the cylindgrs. The next step is to check this piston fit. Both4he piston and theblock must be at room temperature to make this measurement, and the piston and cylinder wallsmust be clean and dry. Now turn to the piston repair section of your-TM to determine the
width and thickness of the feeler gage to be used for this measurement. It usually requires afeeler gage leaf about 1 1/2 inches wide and from . 0015- to . 0045 inch thick. Attach thisgage to a tension scale. The gage must be longer than the piston. Position it in the cylinder
along the cylinder wall s44that it extends deeper into the Cylinder than the piston will at its TDCposition. Place the piston in an upside-down position inside the cylinder bore slightly below the
top edge of the cylinder (exact distance, if required, will be listed in ttie TM). Figure 5-37illustrates the,piston and gage properly prepared for the measurement of the piston fit.

Note:* The piston pin hole should ke parallel to the crankshaft just as if you were installing
the piston for operation.

icale

IMP

4a.

tvdst

Fig 5-37. Checking piston fit and center.
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Holding.the piston in place, pull the feeler gage out, keeping it straight as illustrated in
figure 5-37. 'Make a note of the pull required to remove the gage by reading the scale. Both
the scale reading and the thickness, of the feeler gage determine the clearance between the piston
and 4kke cylinder walls. The chart pictured in figure 5-38 is a handy tool to help determine the
clearance. To use it, find the diagonal tine which represents the t '12.1ckness of the gage you are
using, follow the line to a point horizontal with the amount of pull re ired to remove the feeler;
gage from the cylinder, and read down to the lower set of numbers( The lower set of numbers
tells the clearance. For example, assume that you are using a .004 inerfeeler gage and you
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Fig 5-38. Piston clearance chart.

must exert 5 pou ds pull tg yemovethe gage from the cylinder. Locate the 004 GAGE line,

follow it down t .the 5 poutid line, and follow the vertical line to the bottom. As yoU,can see,
the vertical link is halfway between the .003 and the .004 (clearance in inches) lines. This
indicates that t e piston fit clearane'e is . Q035 inches. Now,, try one yourself. Without looking
at the answer a the bottom of the page, figure out the clearance using a . 002 inch feeler gage
which requires an 8-pound pull to belemoved. When you have your answer,. losk at the correct
answer at the bottom of this page. If YOur answer is incovect, chances are you n'ted to study
decimals a little to refresh your memory. If the diagonal line does not cross at an Mtersection
of a vertical and horizontal line, you must use your judgment. An exawole of this would be the
use of an .003 inch gage at 7-poandS pull. A close judgment here would be .0019-inch clearance.
This is arrived at by' dividing each section between vertical lines into five equal parts.

If you find that the piston does not fit properly, then you must obtain the proper size piston.
If no Standard or oversize piston is available which will fit, then the block Must be ebored
to an adequate size or be discarded. The fit tolerances-are located in the TM urider'p.jton
repair standards.

With the piston properly fitted, .you &lust now select the proper piston rings. New rings
must be used. These rings must .not only fit the piston, but the cylinder as well. Let's first
determine whether they fit the cylinder'. Select a compression ring frqm. each set and place it inside
the cylinderin Wilich'it is to be used. Make sure that the ring As level with the top edge of the
cylinder. This may be done by pushing the ring down into the cylinder with the head of the piston.
With a feeler gage, determine the gap between the les of the rings (fig 5-39).

Answer: .0005 inch
NIPISTONLAPRESSION\

RING

Fig 5-39. Checking piston ring end gap.
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If the ring fits the cylinder bore properly, see if it also fits the piston properly. We know that
it will fit around the piston, but will it be loose in the groove? To determine this .fit, insert
the ring in the groove for which it is intended and check the.clearance with a feeler gage. This/
is known as piston ring side clearance (fit 5-40). Now, match your findings with the manufac-4
turer's specifications.

NO. 3 COMPRESSION
. , RING

OIL CONTROL RING

. -

PISTON

RING SIDE 4

CLEARANCE

Fig 5-40. Checking piston ring side clearance.

Note:" The oil control ring is installed prior to the compression rings. The oil control
a-ing is installed by hand and the ring expander tool is used to install compression
rings. Figures 5-31 and 5-32 illustrate the removal and installation. .

Wj.th all the pistons repair:6d, let's begin work on the connecting rods. Clean the connecting
rod in cleaning solvent; probe the oil passage and squirt holes with soft wire; and blow loose
foreign matter out with an air hose. Clean the rod bearings also.

You must make a thorough inspection of the connecting rod and bearings. Begin with the
connecting rod bearing cap and saddle. Check these for scuffing, pitting, and burring. Slight
imperfections may be removed with crocus cloth or a fine stone. If they cannot be removed, the
r d and cap must be replaced. Check the condition of the connecting rod bearing and the pipton
in bearing. If excessive wear or pitting is evident, discard these bearings.

If the piston pin bearing appears serviceable, check the piston pin fit. This may be done
by measuring the inner diameter of the piston pin bushidg (bearing) and the outer diameter of
the piston pin (fig 5-41). f

Fig 5-41. Measuring piston pin clearanbe with telescopic gage and micrometer.
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If the piston pin bushing is worn excessively, it must be removed and a new one installed.
This should be done with an arbor press. FilEure 5-42 illustrates the use of the press to install
the net/ bushing. Removal is similar to installation.

":44.-11.4111

Fig-5-42. Installing piston pin bushings.

Installingra new bushing does not necessarily mean that it will fit the piston pin. Again check
the inner diameter; of the piston pin bustiing and match it against the outer diameter of the pist-m
pin.

With the piston pin bushing checked, and replaced if necessary, place the connet4ting rod
bearing halves in the connecting rod saddle and cap And bolt the two together. Now check out-
of-round and tappr of the connecting rod bearing. To determine this, measurementg are taken
in two places at .ach end of the,conneeting rod bearing bore, just as we did with.the crankshaft
main bearing bores (fig 5-43).

'0

HARING SORE MEASUREMENT

Fig 5-43. Measuring conpecting rod bearing bores.

On each end of the bore, take a measurement with a telescopic gage and micrometer in direct
line with the connecting rod and another at a 900 angle to the connecting rod. The difference
between these measurements gives us the out-of-round. Perform the same procedure at the
opposite end of the bore.

To find the taper, figure the difference between the two in-line measurements and the
difference between the two 900 measurements. --

Now check the largest out-of-round figure and the largest taper figure against the--Voler'snces
listed in the TM. If the bearing is not reusable, install new bearings and repeat the procedure.
This will complete the repair of the piston assembly, and we can move on to the repair of the
cylinder head.

4Connecting rod bearing running clearance is checked by the same method as the main
bearing, using micrometers.
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5-6. CYLINDER HEAD
. .0

The cylinder head is cleaned and inspeoted just athe engine block was; therefore, it is
unnecessary to go into a detailed description. Let's get right into the repair of the cylinder head.
If you happen to be working.on a'cylinder head from an L-head:engine, you will 'not have to be
Concerned with disasseinbly. However, as a mechanic, you will, be required to repair T-head
and F-head er,szines as well as L-had engines. Therefore, this knowledge is essential to
jOb.

i \ .
Begin disassembly by removing the valves. With a valve spring coMpressing tool (fig 5-44),

compress the valve spring and remove the valve stem locks'. The spring is coTpressed by

%ma

VALVE STEM LOCK

Fig 5-44. Removing the valves.

a. placing the solid end of the compressing tool on the valve head and th plit end on the spring
retainer, then compressing it with the lever located on the tool. e is is accomplished, you
may easily remove the valve stem locks with your fingers. Cup yourhan over the end of the
spring now and release the lever. The valve spring and its related parts are then removed by
hand. The valve may be removed from the bottom side of the ncylinder head by hand also
(fig 5-45).

VALVE STEMNIOCK

OvE
SEAT

VALVE STEM CAP

zVALVE STEM. LOCK

SEAT

VALVE MING

EXHA VALVE

10

Fig 5-45. Intake and exhaust valves and their related parts.

Check the rocker arm retaining studs next for ttiread damage and cracks. If they are
damaged, they may be removed Itty threading two nuts on the stud, tightening them against one
another, and removing the stud by placing a wrench on the lower nut and turning in a counter-
clockwise direction.

Next, remove the coolant outlet connection and check the thermostat operation. To remove
the outlfit connection, simply remove the cap screws retaining it and lift it from the head
(lig 5-46).
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COOLANT OUTLET
ELBOW

Fig 5-46, Coolant outlet coxection (thermostat housing).

Remove the thermostat fro4lits recess in the cylinder head and drop it intis boiling water
- to check its operation. The thermostat should open.

Check the heater outlet plug to ensure that it is not leaking. Leakage is usually indicated
by rust forming around the plug. If leakage is apparent, /-emove the plug and check the threads.
Remove the expansion plugs and replace thern4as you did/in the engine block. Figure 5-47
illustrates the heater plug and the expansion plug.

EXPA

4:1

'..44111111111111111

H R OUTL
MON._

Fig 5-47. Typical heater outlet and expansion plugs.

Check the head for nicks, burrs, and cracks. Smooth nicks and burrs with an oil stone.
/ A cracked head may be sealed in some cases. The cylinder head is now ready for specification

checks. We will begin with the flatness check to ensure that the head is not warped. This
check is made in the .sarhe manner as the cylinder head gasket surface of the cylinder block.
A straightedge and a feeler gage are used to determine the amount of warpage. Figure 5-48 is

Ikgood illustration of how and where these checks should be made. The cylitVer head pictured is
, ken from a three-cylinder diesel engine equipped with four valves per cylinder. The lined
drawn across the surface indicate the positions in whiCh the straightedge should be placed for
checking.
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Fig 5-48. Checking cylinder head flatnees.
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If you were working on a cylinder heed from an L-head engine, this is the only check you would
be required to make. If the results of the check revealed titat the cylinder head warpage exceeds
the tolerances listed in the TM, ru must have the head ground to obtain a new, flat surface.
In some cases, the head may have already been ground as far as allowed aid in some cases,
heads are,manufactured in such a design ttfat they cannot be ground at all. In these cases,
discard the cylinder head and obtain a new one through the supply system.

Assuming that we are working on an t-head or F-head engine, our-next step will be a valve
seat runout check. If we were working on an L-head engine, the valve seat runout check must
also be acccitniflished, but this would be done on.the engine block. This check ensures that the
seat is perfectly round. A dial indicator type iage known as a runout gage may be used for this
check. The gage manufacturer provides instructions for its use, but basically, you insert the
base o& the gage into the valve guide, adjust the measuring device to- seat on the contact surface
of the valve seat, Old run the measuring device around the valve seat (fig 5-49). The maximum
reading reached 014he dial indicator tells what the runout is. The runout is then checked
against the tolerance listed in the TM.

;

'Checking valve seat runout.

It is important that the valve seat be of the proper width to ensure an airbtight seal and
properlivalve cooling. Although the entire surface of the valve seat is machined smooth, only
a small portion of that surface is actually contacted by the valve when it is closed. Figure 5-5.0"
illustrates a typical valve seat, showing the width area. The miaturements DO NOT apply to
all valve 6eats. Check your TM. If the valve, seat is not of proper width, the seat must be
ground (refaced)._ The valve seat pictured in figure 5-50 might require three grinding stones;
60°, 45, and 30. The 45' stone used to reface the Seat, and the 60° end 30* stones to raise
or lower the seat and change the seat width. Figure 5-51 illustrates the use of grinding stones.

To REMoVI-ffotic

U* .

Faohi TOP Of SEAT
SE 60 WHEEL

.::4106,
TO REMOVE STOCK

FROM tOTTOM OF SMT
USE

e
WHEEL

M.
30*

Allk
VALVE SEAT WIDTH

0 070-0 000

Fig 5-50. Valve seat measuring points.
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Fig 5-51. Grindinevalve seats.

As you can see, the stone is attacype to n electric drill motor.' Care must be exercised
to prevent the grinding of too much metal the face of the seat.

In some cases, the valve seat may be damaged by heat until it is warped or charred beyond
repair standards. In this case, the damaged seat must be replaced. Valve seats are usually
of the insert type. The valve seat is removed with special tools designed for that purpose.
A typical tool is found in figure 5-52. The installation of v e seats is don* with an arbor-press
as illustrated in figure 5-53. Extreme caution must be t en to prevent damage to the valve
seat insert during installation.

0

-41-7V7-F*

EXHAUST VALVE
SEAT INSERT

411111.

Fig -52. Removing valve seat inserts. Fig 5-53. Installing valve seat inserts.

Although you may have repilired or replaced the valve seats, the valves will not seat
proptily unless the valve stem clearance is correct. Check the valve stem clearance tb
help ensure proper valve seating. Attach a dial indicator to the cyli,nder heaeor engine b ock
as the case may require. Insert the valve stem into the valie guide to a point just above the .

cylinder head gasket surface and place the dial indicator plAger against the valve face margin.
With the valve held away from the indicator and against the valve guide, set the dial indicator
to read zero.

5-26
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Fig 5-54. Measuring valve stem tO valve guide clearance.

Now, push the valve toward the dial indicator and observe the reading indicated on the dial
(fig 5-54). Check this against the tolérance.listed in the TM. If the reading you have obtained
is greatee than the tolerance, either the valve or the valve guide must qe r'eplaced. Check
the condition oi both and determine whfch -needs replacement, In some 6,,ases, both may have to be
replaced. If the walve is to be replaced, an'oversized valve stem_may'be necessary. In this
case, and in the event the guide is damaged, thelve guide will require reaming. A valve
guide reamer is designed for this purpose. Figube..5-55 is an example of a valve guide reamer
prepared foruse. As you can gee, it is turned by hAcl.. The use of a drill motor might
result 4Warnage to the guide.

PILOTED
REAMER

IU11111.1.

V

'Fig 5-55. Reaming valve guides for oversized valves stems.

/

If a visual inspection reveals that the valve guide is damaged beyond re4p r by nicks, burTs,
or ex5essive wear in the bore, it fnust be replaced. To replace the valv- the old
guide must be driven out of the cylinder head or cylinder block and a one driven in. If
the engine is of the L-head type, the bottom of the guide has to be brd n off in order to drive
it completely out. This is accomplished by placing a drift against the side of the valve guide
and striking the drift with a ball peen hammer. sk en installing valve guides, they must he
stopped at a point predetermined by the manufactu . This point is specified in the TM for
the engine which you are repairing. Figures 5-56 A 5-57 show a typical valve guide install,Vation
and one manufp.cturer's stopping point. I , 3
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REMOVER AND REPLACER

si

Fig 5-56. Installing valve guides.

The guide depth (fig 5-57) must be accurate; therefore, a mark should be made on the valve
guide at ihe specified distance from the top of the guide. This will prevent driving it too far
into the cylinder head or cylinder block.

Fig 5-57. Valve guide stopping point for a specific vehicle.

This should complete the'repairs of the,cylinder head,. or in the case of the L-head engine,
the cylinder block. The final coMponent to be repaired is the valve mechanism. ^

1
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5-7. VALVE MECHANISM

Let's begin the repair of the valiae mechanism by repairing the valves. Clean the valves
thoroughly with a wire brush or buffing wheel to remove all carbon and varnish. This done,
inspect the valves for pitting, burnt surfaces, scoring, and stem warpage, wear, and cocked
condition (fig 5-58).

COCKED STEN

BURNED VALVE

Fig 41-58. Defective valves.

When you have determined that the valve is serviceable, or replaced itwith a new one,
check the valve face runout. This is necessary to determine whether-the valve will form a
pressure- and vacuum-tight seal with the valve seat. To perform this check, the valve is placed
in the valve face runout gage and rotated (fig 5-59). Check the maximum re-ading obtained
against the tolerance in the TM. If the runout exceeds specifications, the face must be
ground. This is a job for the machine shop.

perff.

Fig 5-59. Checking valve face runout.'

To ensure that the valve seats properly, forming a pressure- and vacuum-tight seal,
you must not only have a good fit between the valve and seat, but a valve spring of the proper
pressure and squareness. To measure the pressure,. use a gage similar to the gage pictured
in figure 5-60. If the valve spring has become weak, discard it and obtain a new one. Check
the Ttli for the proper valve spring pressure. The spring is compressed to a height specified
by the manufacturer in the TM for the engine being'repaired.

A
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VALVE
SPRING TESTER

PRESSURE LENGTH SCALE
READING j.

Fig 5-60. Checking valve spring pressure.

TO determine valve spring squareness, simpljr place a square alongside the valve spring
in the vertical position and measure the point of greatest distance between the two (fig 5-61).Valve sPrings are not repairable; therefore, just as the case with the weak spring, the springmust be discarded.

..Vr

?JOT MORE THAN
1 /16 INCH:

Fig 5-61. Checking valve spring squareness.

Now, you are ready to install the valves in the cylinder head or cylinder block, as the.case may be. Insert the valve stem into the valve guide from the combustion chamber side of
the head and plade the valve spring over the end of the valve stem. Now place the valve sprtng
retainer on the valve spring and attach the valve spring compressor in the same position as
when you were removing the valves. Compress the valve spring and insert the valve stem locks.Release the valve spring compressor and the valve is installed.

With the valve installed, there is still one check which must be made, the "installed
height" of the valve spring. This is done by placing a mechanic's scale alongside the valvespring (fig 5-62). Check your measurement against the tolerance listed in the TM. If the
installed .height does not meet specifications, either the valve or the valve seat insert must be
replaced.

ASSEMBLED
SPRING

HOGHT

-..*SCALE

0.

Fig 5-62. Checking valve spring installed height.
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If you are repairing an L-head engine the procedure is the same as outlined above except
you will be working with the engine block instead of the cylinder head.

Unlike the L-head engine, the I-head and F-head engines are equipped with rocker arms
which directly activate the valves. Of course, the F-head engine also has valves in the block
as well as the head, which do not incorporate the use of rocker arms. If rocker arms are used,
there are a number of components.required to operates them. These components make up the
"valve train" and each must be inspected and repaired as necessary. Let's begin with the
rocker arm shaft assembly (fig 5-63), which consists of a hollow shaft with alseries of rocker
arms, shaft supports, and springs.

ROOM AHAT
AHD SHAFT ASSVASLY

Fig 5-63. Rocker arm shaft assembly.

To inspect and repair the rocker arm shaft, first disassemble it. Mark the rocker arms
to identify their position on the shaft. They should not be interchanged. Now, remove the
cotter pin or other retaining device from each end of the shaft and remove the rocker arms,
rocker arm supports, and springs simultaneously. Now, with the appropriate wrench, remove
the oil inlet and outlet tubes and ensure that they are clear and free of obstructions. Check
the adjusting screws in the rocker arms for damage or excessive wear. Remove the screws
ONLY if they need to be replaced..

If the rocker arm shaft appears tcibe clogged, preventing the'flow of oil to the rocker arms,
remove the expansion plugs (fig 5-64) and clean the bore thoroughly.

EXPANSiON
PWG

Fig 5-64. Rocker arm shaft expansion plug.

If you will recall from earlier diScussion, wear between the rocker arm and the rocker
arm shaft will make it necessary to adjust the valves more often than normal. Therefore, prior
to reassembling the shaft, check for this wear. If'you can see wear on the shaft or in the bore
of the rocker arm, then you know the defective part must be replaced. If not, easare the
outer diameter of the shaft and the inner diameter of the rocker arm bore. The e measurements
are taken with micrometers. If you will recall, the use of these measuring inst ments is
illustrated in figure 5-41. Check your measurements against the maximum wear 4mits in the
TM.
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Now, check the locating eprings to ensure that none are broken and make sure that the
ends of the oil tubes are not split. If everything is in good shape, reassemble the rocker arm
shaft an8 we will move on down the valve train to the pushrods.

Check the ends of the pushrods for nicks, scores, burrs, and apparent excessive wear
by cleaning them thoroughly and giving them a good visual inspection. °"Check them for a bent
conditt4 also. In some cases, nicks, scores, and burrs can be corrected w ith an oil stone.
A bent pshrod must be replaced.

Valve tappets cannot be repaired. Therefore, if the tappet is damaged or excessively
worn, it must be replaced. Damage can be checked by visual inspection as can exceseive wear
on the bottom of the tappet. However, you must be 'sure that the tappet fits the tappet bore of
the engine block also. This may be accomplished with a dial indicator which is placed against
the side of the tappet, and the tappet moved back and forth (fig 5-85). If wear is excerive,
an oversized tappet should be obtained and the valve tappet bore reamed for proper flt. Although
the engine illuWated is an 4-head, other engines are checked in the same manner. With the
repair-of the valve tappet and bbre, we have completed the repair of the valve traj,n. The
next and final component of the valve mechanism is the camshaft.*

Fig 5-85. Measuring valve tappet fit (L-head engine).

Clean the camshaft in cleaning solvent and blow all oil passages clear with a high-pressure
airhose. Check the machined surfaces of the gishaft for nicks, scoring, burrs, awl
excessive wear. Eliminate all defects po8sib1efwith crocus cloth or a smooth stone. If you
cannot eliminate defects, the camshaft must b (replaced.

Next, check the pressure capacity of the camshaft main oil galleries (M151 only). 0 ia in a
rubber hose with The same inner diameter as the main bearing surface's outer diameter. P1 ce a
section of the hose over each of the main bearing surfaces, clamp them tight with a hose
clamp, and fit an air-hose adapter to the end of the shaft (fig 5-66).

OIL PLUG

Fig 5-66. Preparing camshaft for main oil gallery pressure check.
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Iinrnerse the rear end of the camehaft in water and apply 80 psi air pressure to the air
hose adapter. If bubbles appear in the water, check the oil plug and replace if necessary.

If the oil gallery checks out OK, move on and check the cam lobe lift. Place the cainshaft
back in its location in the engine block and attach a dial indicator as illustrated in figure 5-87.

Fig 5-67. Measuring cam lobe lift.

Turn the camshaft until the dial indicator plunger rests on the lowest part of the lobe.
Now, set the dial indicator at zero and turn the camshaft until the plunger rests on the highest
point of the lift. Compare your reading to the specifications in the TM. If the lobe lift on all
lobes does not meet specifications, replace the camshaft with a new one.

Recall now, the runout test of the crankshaft. Remember that you placed the crankshaft
in a set of V-blocks (fig 5-24). The camshaft is -checked in the same manner by placing the

dial indicator plunger on the center camshaft main bearing journal. This teet is to ensure that
the camshaft is in proper alinement tomiinimize bearing wear. The TM liets the allowable
limits of runout. Defective camshafts niust be replaced.

Another check which must be made prior to installing the camshaft is the camshaft bearing
running clearance. The inner diameter of the bearing bore is measured with the bearing instated.
The procedure is the same as we used to remove the bearings. MAKE SURE THE OIL_PASSAGE
HOLE POSITION IS MARKED (fig 5-68). Aline the hole of the bearing with the mark and draw
the bearing into position.

YOKE

Fig 5-68. Installing camshaft bearings.

After installing the bearings, measure the inner diameter of the camshaft bearings with
a telescopic gage (fig 5-69). this illustration deals with the overhead camshaft engine, in which
you find the camshaft located in the cylinder head. However, the bore check is made in the same
manner regardless of the type engine.
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Fig 5-69. Checking camshaft bore inner diameter (overhead cam engine).

Now, measure the outer diameter of the camshaft main bearing journals on the camshaft
and if they are within acceptable limits according to your TM, you are ready to reassemble the
engine. Remember that the running clearance (the difference between the bore measurement and
the journal measurement) must be within manufacturer's allowable limits. The outer diameterof the journals is measured with a micrometer as were the piston pin, crankshaft journals, etc.
Figure 5-41 will refresh your memory.



Chapter 6

ASSEMBLING THE ENGINE

6-1, INTRODUCTION

Let's not forget, while assembling the engine, that specifications are still just as important
as theN were during the repair of the individual components. Remember also that dirt is harmful
to the engine. Even the slightest particle is abrasive and can ahorten the life of the engine by
many miles or hours of operation.

To ensure p er lubrication of moving parte, all bearinga, shafts, and contact surfaces
must be lubricated prior to installation. For this purpose, 10 weight engine oil (OE 10) should be"
used.

Never use old gaekets and seals. This is a source of leakage which results in premature
wear and damage to moving parte.

During assembly of the engine, almost every nut and bolt to be tightened haa a specific
torque. These torque specifications are Hated in the TM and must be etrictly adhered to. Over-
tightened bolts and nuts will result in excese stress on the metal, and unde.r-tightened nuts and
bolts will reault in oil, water, or vacuum and preeeure leaks.

With the above facts firmly in mind, you are ready to aesemble the engine which you have
taken so much care to repair properly.

To prevent confueion, we are going to use illustratione of one engine only in this chapter.
Basically, all engines are aseembled in the same manner. Therefore.,this chapter will provide
a basic knowledge and your TM will provide you with details of the particular engine which you will
be rebuilding or repairing.

6-2. CRANKSHAFT INSTALLATION

The crankshaft le the first component to be inetalled if the engine is to be reassembled in a
logical order. This may varOdepending on the type of engine you are rebuilding. Prior to
actually placing the crankshaft in the engine, you will install the rear main bearing seals (the
rear main bearing is the only main bearing with seale). Theee seals are installed in grooves
provided to the rear of the point that the rpar main journal of the crankehaft rests in the engine,
and on the groove provided in the rear main bearing cap. The excess portion (ends) of the seals
should not be trimmed at thie time. In the case of the engine illuatrated, there is an encased
rear main oil eeal and two side eeals on the bearing cap. Figure 6-1 shows the side seals
installed.

ILO AWN
MING CAP

$101 MAL

Fig 6-1. Rear main bearing -side !seals.

There are vArious types of seals (felt packing, neoprene, encaeed, etc. ). Figure 6-2 and
6-3 show the encaled rear main oil eeal and the special tool used to install it.

6-1
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Fig 6-2. Crankshaft rear main bearing seal.

ORNE
REPLACER

Aro.,
1111.-

Fig 6-3. Driving the brankshatt rear main
bearing seal into the enginoblock.

The procedure is simple, but care must be exercised to ensur f. that the seal is driven into the
block evenly, or damage may result. This is accomplished after the crankshaft has been installed
in the engine.

To install the crankshaft, first install the upper halves of the crankshaft main bearings in
the engine block, and the lower halves in the main bearing caps (fig 6-4). Make sure the

liftwAmmkti,%MN°

Fig 6-4. Installing main bearing halves.
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bearing halves are thoroughly cleaned and, as mentioned pre iously about all friction surfaces,
coated with E 10. The bearing tangs must fit into the slots i the cap and block evenly, oro"
they will be flattened. The Lang is provided to prevent the be9king from turning with the crankshaft.'
If the bearing turns,-this will cause almost immediate da4.

With all bearings in place, lower the crankshaftinto the block carefully, so that no parts are
damaged. Though not always necessary, it is usuallrbest to install the woodruff key and crank-
shaft timing gear prior to installing the crankshaft in the block.

To hold the crankshaft in place, you must install the bearing caps. First, install the front
main bearing cap. Place the front main bearing in its position and apply a light coat of automotive
grease (GAA) to the threads of the bearing cap bolts. You might as well apply GAA to all bearing
cap bolts at this time to save effort later. ...Tighten the bearing cap with the bolts until the cap
fits ONLY snug. Now, repeat this procedure with the rear main bearing cap. With the rear
bearing,being snug, you have caused the rear main seal to seat and you will, find that there is an
excess of material in the seal. Some seals may be trimmed with the crankshaft installed (fig 6-5)
while on.other engines, you may be required to remove the cap after seating the seal in ord o
trim excess material.

Fig 6-5. Trimming excets material from the
crankshaft ma& main oil seal.

Now place the rear main bearing cap back into position if it was necessary to remove it, and
tighten it to a snug fit. The next bearing cap to be installed is the center main.

,

Place the center main hearing cap into position and center it. This may be done by holding
the crankshaft at one end of the engine, while prying the bearing cap into position (fig 6-6).
When the cap is centered, tighten the bolts to torque specifications found in the TM. The

HOLD PRY CAP
CRANKSHAFT REARWARD

FORWARD

ER MAIN
Ir CAP

Fig 6-6. Centering the center maincbearing cap.
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center main bearing is always tightened first. Remember, when tightening components to torque
specifications, do not apply full torque immediately. A good example is the center bearing. Tighten
one side five or ten lb-ft, then tighten the other side equally. Switch back to the first bolt and
repeat the procedure until both bolts are tightened to manufacturer's specifications. This job is
accomplished with a torque wrench as illustrated in figure 6-7.

HOLD CRANKSHAFT FORWARD

Fig 6-7. TighteIng bearing caps to totque specifications.

If the engine is equipped with morelt/an three main bearings, work outufrom the center.
For example, if the engine has five main bearings, tighten the bearings on either side of the center
bearing and then tighten the front and rear main bearings.

When the bearings are installed, the crankshaft must be checked for end play just as you did
prior to removing the crankshaft during disassembly. With this done, and corrected (by installing
another crankshaft thrust bearing). if necessary, the crankshaft installation is completed and you
can install the camshaft and tappets.

6.-3. CAMSHAFT INSTALLATIT

If the valve tappets are of the mushroomed bottom type, install them first b lacing them
into the\ valve tappet bores with the engine inverted (bottom side up) as illustrated in gure 6-8.
If they dre not of this type, you must install the camshaft first, then insert the tappets into their.
bores. Make sure that the tappets are installed in their original bores and that new tappOs are
installed in their fitted bores.

Fig 6-8. Installing mushroome&type valve1appet
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Install the woodruff key and camshaft timing gear on the camshaft and insert the camshaft intoits position from the front of the engine. Be careful to ensure that all machined surfaces havebeen coated with OE 10 and that they are not damaged during installation.

. When meshing the crankshaft and cMshaft timing gears, make sure that the timing marksare positioned according to the manufacturer's specifications in the TM (fig 6-9), and number oneposition is at TDC. Install fhe thrust plate bolts.

Fig 6-9. Positioning timing marks on the
camshaft and crankshaft.

Before installation of the camshaft is completed, perform the same checks that you performedprior to removal of the shaft. Do you remember what those checks were?

The checks which must be performed on the camshaft are the end play, backlash, and timinggear runout. If you are not familiar with the procedure for performing-these tests, refer back tochapter 4, Engine Disassembly and refresh your memory at this time. With the completion of thesetests, the camshaft timing gear retaining bolt may be tightened, and the camshaft is installed.
6-4. FLYWHEEL INSTALLATION

The installation of the flywheel is relatively simple. Position the flywheel on the rear of thecrankshaft and install the flywheel retaining bolts. The bolts are tightened to manufacturer's
torque specifications in sequence across from each other as illustrated in figure 6-10.

FLYWHEEL

FLYWHEEL -
RETAIN ISOLT---

Fig 6-10. Tightening sequence for flywheel retaining bolts.

When the flywheel retaining bolts have 6een tightened, you must perform a flywheel runout
test to'"ensure the flywheel is not warped. If the flywheel is warped, what effect will this have
on clutch operation? If you cannot answer this question, refer back to chapter 4 and refresh yourmemory.
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6-5. PILOT BEARING INSTALLATION

The pilot bearing.may be of two types, ball bearing or bushing. Some bearings are installed
in the end of the crankshaft, while others are installed in the center of the flywheel. When installing
these bearings, it makes no difference which type you are installing, they are both installed by
simply driving them into their respective position with a bearing installer or a soft metal drift,
such as a brass drift. However, they must be driven in evenly. Prior to installation, the bore
in which the bearing fits should be coated with a light film of automotive.grease (GAA).

6-6. PISTON INSTALLATION

You_can now begin installing t e pistOns. The piston is installed from the top of the cylinder,
which could present a problem. Ii bile installing the piston, the shoulders of the conneVing
rod saddle strike the crankpin of the ankshaft, nicks, scratches, a'nd burrs may result. This
may be prevented by installing, the connecting rod bearing cap bolts in the connecting rod prior
to installation and installing a rubber hose on the bolts (fig 6-11).

CON.IEC2ING. HUD

HOSE FLUSH
WITH SADDLE
SdOULDER

Fig 6-11. 131113ber hose installed on connecting rod
to protect crankpin.

The rubber hose may be vacuum hose or any small hose which will fit snugly over the
bearing cap bees. The hose should be thick enough however, so that the outer edge of the hose
is flush w-i-th the inner shoulders of tlie connecting rod saddle (fig 6-11). To further prevent
damage, check the connecting rod saddle to ensure that the shoulders are in perfect alinement
with the crankpin.

Most pistons are notched or marked in some manner to indicate the front of the piston. Make

sure that the notch or mark is positioned toward the front of the engine (fig 6-12).

ROWE OR
Na.

.11

00
TIGHTEN°

CUR

- .4

Fig 6-12. Installing piston in engine. .

The thol illustrated in figure 6-12 is installed on the piston prior to positioning it for
installation. This fs a ring compressor which compresses the rings around the piston so that
they do not bind against the top edge of the cylinder.

. When all the above "procedures have been accomplished, the piston is pushed'or tapped gently
into Oft cylinder until the connecting rod saddle seats on the crankpin. To accomplish this, the
crankshaft should be rotated until the crankpin of the cylinder in which you are installing the k

is at TDC.
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As each piston is installed in the cylinder, the coniecting rod cap should be installed
prior to moving to the next piston. The connecting rod slfde play is also checked and matched with
the specifications listed in the TM at this time (fig 6-13).

CRANKSHAFT

num GAGE

CONNECTING ROD

.

Fig 6-13. Checking connecting rod side play.
.- 8fDon't forget to tighten the comiecting rod cap nuts to manufacturer's specifications and check,

bearing clearance, just as we dici with the main bearings. Coat them with 0E-10 as you do all
friction surfaces. When this procedure is finished with each piston, install the oil pump.

6-7. OIL PUMP INSTALLATION

Although not covered in this course, the oil pump is cMcked and repaired as necessary
during engine rebuild. The oil pump will be covered in detail in a subsequent course whichdeals with the lubrication system.

After the oil pump has been checked, repaired, and reassembled, lubricate the entire pump
with 0E-10. Now, during the installation of the oil pump, keep in fnind that the oil pump
usuallor drives the 4stributor and muk be installed in the correct position. If it is installed
imprOperly, the spark plugs may not fire at the proper time and the engine will not operate.

Before installation is made, the number one piston must be at TDC, and the timing marks
of the crankshaft and camshaft timing gears alined according to manufacturer's specifications.
Once this is accomplished, chtck-your"TM and install the oil puinp according to instructions therein.

Note: The oil pick-up tube and screen are installed on the oil pump prior to installing the
pump.

.6-8. OIL PAN INSTALLATION

We are now ready to install the oil pan. If cork gaskets are to be used, they must be soaked
in water prior to installation in order to ensure a proper fit: Place all gaskets on the oil pan
in their proper position and use sewing thread or a fine string to bold the gasket in position if
necessary. This is done by tying the string through several screw holes of the oil pan and oil pan
gaskets. On most late model engines this is not usually necessary. Place the oil pan'carefpy
in position so as not to disturb the position of the gaskets and thread the center screw on each side
of the oil pan into the block. This will hold the pan in position while you insert the remaining
screws. later you have inserted all of the screws, begin tightening them, using the manufacturer's
specifications for proper torque. The first twc screWs inserted should be the first screws tightened,
and you should then work from the center, toward each end, alternating from'side to side of the
pan. This will cause the gaskets to seat properly and eliminate chances for oil leakage. Return
riow to the top of the engine and install the valves.

6-9. VALVE INSTALLATION

We already know that valves are located in the cylinder block of the L-head engine, in the
cylinder head of the I-head engine,,end in both the block and the head of the F-head engine. We
will discuss the method of installing valves in both the head and the block, beginnng with valves
in the head.

v
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Be certain that you install each valve in its original location. This holds true for all valves,
whether you are installing them in the head or in the block. :the valve is inserted, stem first, into
the valve guide from the bottom of the head. If the valve is an intake valve, the valve stem seal is
then placed over the valve stem from the top of the head.

The valve spring and valve spring retainer are placed over the valve stern and the valve
spring is compressed with the same tool used to compress the valve spring for valve removal
(fig 6-14).

Atm! STDA
War r '4::

Fig 6-14. Compressing the valve sp.ring.

After compressing the valve spring, we insert the valve stem locks. In some cases however,
you may find that a sleeve is used. This is placed on the valve stem prior to the locks. If a
valve stem cap is to be used, it will be placed over the end of the valve stem after the locks are in
place and the valve spring released. Figure 5-44 is an example of two typical valves and their
associated components. You might note that the valve stem locks are sometimes referred to as
keys. When all valves are installed in the cylinder head, the head is ready to be installed on
the cylinder block.

Before getting into the installation of the cylinder head, let's take a look at the installation
of valves when they are to be installed in the cylinder block. The first component to be installed
is the valve spring. The spring is placed in position against its upper seat and the valve spring
compressing tool is placed beneath it. The.spring is then compressed and the valve stern is dropped
into its position (fig 6-15).

Fig 6-15. Compressing valve spring of valve-in-block engine.

After dropping the valve into position, place the valve spring retainer over the end of the
valve stem, insert the valve stem locks, and release the spring. You will find that a coat of GAA

- applied to the valve stem locks will serve to hold them in place while the spring compressor is
being released. This is also true of the valve-in-head design.
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6-10. CYLINDER HEAD INSTALLATION

Now, we are ready to install the cylinder head. Since the L-head engine is the simplest ofheads to install, let's discuss that one first. Inspect your new cylinder head gasket. In manycases you will rind one side marked "TOP." Be sure to place the gasket on the cylinder blockso that the word "TOP" may be seen. In cases where the gasket is not marked, inspect thealinement of the holes in the block with the holes in the gasket. If the holes are not alined youhave the gailret-thverted, or bottom side up:

Now, place the cylinder, head in position over the gasket and insert the cylinder head bolts.Screw the bolts into the cylinder block until they are snug against the cylinder head. To tightenthe cylinder head bolts, a torque wrench must be used. Check the TM for the proper torquespecifications and tighten the cylinder head bolts to approximately 75% of the specified torque,beginning with the center bolt or bolts and working toward the.ends. Repeat this procedure,adding 6 to 10 pounds each time, until all bolts are tightened to the manufacturer's specifications.Figure 6-16, gives examples of cylinder heads having two and three rows of head bolts. Notethe tightening sequence for both.

Fig 6-16. Typical tightening sequence for cylinder heads.
The installation of the cylinder head on the I-head and F-head engines is the same as the L-headup to this point. . However, before head installation is considered complete on these two engines,the rocker arms and pushrods must also be installed.

The pushrods are inserted through holes provided in the cylinder head. The bottom endof the pushrod Must seat in the recess located in the top of the valve tappet or the engine will notoperate and theipushrod will be damaged (fig 6-17).

SH R 0

TAPPET

Fig 6-17. Installing pushrods,
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The next step is to assemble and install the rocker arm shaft. Each component is reassembled
in its original position (figure 6-18). After assembly, the rocker arm shaft assembly is placed
on the cylinder head so that the studs pass through the retaining bracket (rocker arm shaft support).
The nuts are then tightened on the studs to the manufacturer's specifications located in the TM.

Note: Care must be eXercised to ensure that each rocker arm seats on both the valve stem
and the pushrod.

INLE1 'TUBE

-0" G
SEAL

HOLE

OIL OUTIEY
TUBE

Rocker arm
locating spring

awntOCKER ARM SHAFTI
ASSEMBLY

AINNvo

Roc er arm

Fig 6-18. Rocker arm shaft assembled.

After the rocker arm shaft is installed, the valves must be adjusted to the manufacturer's
specifications as discussed earlier in the course. This is normally accomplished with the
engine operating at normal operating temperature, however, you might make a cold adjustment
initially without the'engine operating. This will make the hot adjustment easier and quicker.
The last items to be installed should be the side pan and/or the rneker arm cover.

With this accomplished, you have completed the rebuild of the engine and it is ready to be
installed in the vehicle for a run-in test after all accessories have been installed. Accessories
will be discussed in subsequent courses.
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